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TRILOKI NATH CHATURVEDI): The 

question is: 

"That at page 5, line 11, for the words 

"three years", the words "five years" 

be substituted." 

The motion was adopted. 

Clause 12, as amended, was added to the Bill, 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY: Sir, CP1 is 

always flexible. The CPM is not flexible. 

...(Interruptions)... 

SHRI CHATURANAN MISHRA: Sir, 

Now he should withdraw his eomment about 

the CPM. ... (Interruptions)... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): It was not a 

eomment, ... (Interruptions).,. It was a tribute 

that he paid. ... (Interruptions),.. How 

responsive the Minister is! ...(Interruptions),,. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA; He has deng it 

only now beeause a man has been nominated 

on the Board from Tamil Nadu. : = = 

(Interruptions)... 

THI V1C&CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI)! The Minister has 

aeeepted two amendments. ...(Intenupums).,. 

IHRI  V,  NARAYANAiAMY:  one from 

Kerala and one from Tamil Nadu! 

..ftiuempmns)... 

Clauset IB to 14 were aided is the Bills 

Clause I, the Mnaetmg Formula and the Title 

were added m the Bill. 

SHRI CHATURANAN MISHRA; Sir, t 

move that the Bill, as amended be 

passed. 

The question was put and the motion was 

adopted. 

STATEMENT BY MINISTER 

IMPROVED PEOPLE-TO-PEPOLE 

CONTACTS WITH PAKISTAN 

THE    MINISTER    OF    EXTERNAL 

AFFAIRS (SHRI I.K. GUJRAL): 

As honourable  Members  are  aware, 

lndo-Pakistan official level talks at Foreign 

Secretary level are due to be held from March 

28 to 31 in New Delhi. Talks at a higher level 

are also expected thereafter. We approach 

these talks in a positive and constructive 

spirit. 

As honourable Members would have 

noticed, Pakistan has announced its decision 

to release 38 Indian children who have been 

under detention in Pakistan since 1994. We 

appreciate this gesture. These children were 

/travelling on Indian fishing vessels which 

were apprehended by Pakistani authorities 

over two years ago. We have made many 

representations on their behalf and I had 

raised the Issue with Foreign Minister 

Sahabiada Yakub Khan when I met him on 

December 18,1996 in New Delhi. It is a 

matter of satisfaction that Pakistan has now 

responded positively, and steps have already 

been initiated by us to ensure that the children 

are brought from Pakistan to India at the 

earliest. May 1 also convey our deep gratitude 

to Maulana Abdul Sattar Idhi who has taken 

good care of them for over a year and a half 

while they were lodged in the Idhi Centre in 

Karachi. 

As honourable Members are aware, travel 

by Pakistani nationals to India, under a 

reciprocal arrangement with Pakistan, is 

permitted only on the basis of visiters visa. 

These visas are meant essentially for visits to 

meet close relations. This is obviously very 

restrictive. In keeping with our policy to 

promote peeple=to=people! relations, we have 

decided to permit Pakistani tourists to   visit   

India   in   groups.   This,   as 

honourable Members will agree, is a major 

new unilateral step in the right direction. In 

addition, we have also decided to ease travel 

by Pakistani businessmen to India. They will 

now be eligile to one year multi-entry visa 

and, if travelling by air, they can exit and 

enter either through Mumbai or Delhi. The 

other measures we will implement are: 

(i) Young    and    elderly    Pakistani 

visitors will be exempt from police 
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reporting. This will give them relief from 

what can be a troublesome requirement. 

(ii) Visa fees for senior Pakistani citizens 

will be waived. 

(iii) The number of religious shrines in 

India which can be visited by 

Pakistani pilgrims will be increased. 

(iv) Expansion of cultural contacts between 

the two countries will be encouraged 

through exchanges of cultural groups, 

artistes, poets and writers, Visits by 

students and journalists will also be 

encouraged. All these categories will 

be exempt from visa fees. 

(v) Free flow of books and periodicals 

establishes better appreciation of each 

other, Therefore, India will 

unilaterally permit their import in 

keeping with our general policies. 

The measures that I announce today are 

designed to add to the goodwill between the 

peoples of the two countries. They are an 

emblem of our earnest desire to establish end 

maintain relations of friendship and 

cooperation with our neighbour Pakistan. I am 

confident that this gesture on our part will 

have the support of Hon'ble Members. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): Now, I have a 'fairly 

large number of names here of hon. Members 

who want to seek clarifications. My only 

request is that it would be better if the 

clarifications are in the form of only 

questions. 

SHRI JOHN. F. FERNANDES: He is not 

here. Dr. Biplab Dasgupta. 

DR. BIPLAB DASGUPTA (West Bengal): 

Sir, I do not have much to say' on this. 

In fact, I congratulate the Foreign Minister 

for taking the initative for improving our 

relations with Pakistan. It might look as being 

unilateral, but, at 

the same time, 1 feel, as such an initiatives 

has succeeded in improving our relations with 

Bangladesh, I am sure that it may generate a 

good response from the other side. My 

experience outside the country has always 

been that whenever I came across any 

Pakistani, either individually or even 

collectively, we have always received nothing 

but warmth from them. There is so much 

which unites us, India and Pakistan. The 

language is certainly one of the factors. There 

are cultural ties and so many other things. I 

think, it is important for us that our relations 

with Pakistan should be improved. In fact, 

after we have succeeded In improving our 

relations with Bangladesh, Nepal, Sri Lanka 

and several other countries, the initiative for 

improving our relations with Pakistan should 

not have been delayed so long. Therefore, 1 

am very glad that the initiative has been taken. 

1 only want to know from the Foreign 

Minister whether, in this Foreign Secretary 

level meeting which is being held between the 

28th and the 31st of March, In addition to the 

issues like these, we are also going to take up 

the question of the SAFTA for economic co-

operation and whether there is any possibility 

of going Into the question of having the same 

economic arrangement with Pakistan which 

we have entered into with Bangladesh, I 

would very much like to know this, 

I have nothing more to add, 

I     congratulate     the     Foreign 

Minister for taking the initiative. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): Mr. M.A. Baby. He 

is not here. 

Mr. Pranab Mukherjee. 

SHRI PRANAB MUKHERJEE (West 

Bengal): Thank you, Mr. Vice-Chairman. 

I hope that this statement of the hon. 

Minister, particularly when we are going to 

have the official-level discussions with 
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Pakistan from the 28th of March, would 

create the right type of atmosphere to hold the 

talks in a spirit of appreciation and cordiality. 

Sir, it is well know to all of us that 

during the last five decades our relation 

with Pakistan has undergone many 

changes. Despite our desire to have 

good neighbourly relations, 

unfortunately, because Of various factors, it 

could not be so. Though there were some 

gestures, official level talks could not resume 

for quite some time. With the establishement 

of the new Government, with the success of 

the experiments with democratic forces in 

Pakistan, when the new Prime Minister of 

Pakistan indicated that he would like to 

normalise the relationship, the resposne from 

India was quite encouraging. 

One of the most important elements in 

today's diplomacy is people-to-people 

relationship. If we can expand, what is called, 

the second-channel diplomacy, if we can 

build it up, then, it helps to soften the official 

positions which officials cannot do formally 

because of lack of proper appreciation. This 

approach has paid dividends in improving our 

relations with our neghbouring countries. I 

remember that in early 1990s when meetings 

were held between the Chambers' of 

Commerce of Bangladesh and India, that, to a 

great extent, paved the way for expanding the 

commercial relations between these two 

countries. 

The same approach should be adopted with 

Pakistan. On an umpteen number of occasions 

we have shared our views on how to expand 

our relations. I am not passing on the blame to 

anybody. But, unfortunately, it did not 

happen. Therefore, this is a good gesture, I 

must say, to declare unilaterally that we are 

taking some positive steps. These positive 

steps are basically to help Pakistani citizens 

who want to come to India. 

In this connection, I would like to draw the 

attention of the Minister to one thing. He has 

exempted particularly young and old visitors 

from reporting to police stations. Earlier they 

were to report to the police on their arrival. 

This was a really unfortunate situation. If we 

can improve our intelligence collection and if 

our law-enforcing machinery is strong 

enough, it could be gradually extended to 

every visitor. This would be desirable. But, 

perhaps, with expansion of undesirable 

activities by some intelligence agencies, it 

was not possible for the Minister to extend 

this to all categories of visitors. It is a good 

gesture that he has exempted the young and 

old visitors from reporting to the local Police 

authorities. I do hope it will be appreciated. 

Similarly, the exchange of cultural 

troupes encouraging cultural 

programmes between the two countries will 

also go a long way. 

On one point I would like him to be a little 

careful. That is about the import of books and 

literature from Pakistan. I have no objection if 

a large number of books and literature from 

Pakistan come to India, but if that route is 

utilised by others for bringing in books and 

literature from the third countries, then the 

whole objective would be lost. So, I think 

detailed rules and other things are to be 

worked out there. 

I do hope this would be responded 

positively by well-intentioned citizens of 

Pakistan. They will appreciate it in the right 

spirit and it will create a proper atmosphere. 

I cannot expect that ice will be broken in 

one round of negotiations, but even if we can 

make a small beginning, it will help us, 

because it is clearly admitting the old maxim 

that one should not sit at the negotiation table 

in fear. But, at the same time, one should not 

be afraid of sitting at the negotiation table to 

exchange views and ideas. On the eve of 

resumption of 
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talks between the two countries at the official 

level, this, is a good gesture. I do hope it will 

be appreciated by all concerned, particularly 

by our friends in Pakistan in the right spirit. 

SHRI K.R. MALKANI (Delhi): Sir, it is 

good that 38 Indian children have returned. I 

know the Edhi Foundation is doing excellent 

work here. But, I do not feel very comfortable 

with some of the things that the hon. Minister 

has mentioned here. He has referred to visa 

fees. This is a very minor thing. Nobody 

bothers about the visa fees these days. 

You have said that young and elderly 

Pakistani visitors will be exempt from 

reporting to the police. I can understand that. 

But, I think, women can also be exempted 

from reporting to the police. 

However, I feel there is too much of 

unilateralism in this. We are going to start 

with Pakistani tourists being given group 

visas. Taking initiative for some time is 

understandable, but, if Pakistan does not 

respond, we will have to consider 

withdrawing these concessions. 

The hon. Minister also says that the number 

of religious shrines in India, which can be 

visited by Pakistani pilgrims, will be 

increased. What are these places, we would 

like to know. To the best of my knowledge, 

there is Ajmer and then there is Haj in Assam. 

I have never heard of any third place of any 

religious significance for Muslims. 

Since the hon. Minister has decided on this, 

let him give a trial for three months. Let us 

see whether Pakistan responds. If it does not 

respond, we might have to give another 

thought to this. That is all I have to say. 

DR. M. ARAM (Nominated): Sir, I very 

warmly welcome the hon. Minister's 

statement and support the various steps he has 

outlined. 

During my visits to Pakistan, I found for 

myself an enormous goodwill, particularly at 

the people-to-people level. 

different countries, we have one people with 

one culture. 

I would like to know from the hon. Minister 

to clarify whether the various groups that he 

has mentioned could be further expanded. 

There are student groups and youth groups. 

Many NGOs are working for peace and amity 

between Pakistan and India. I would like to 

know whether these groups will be included. 

For instance, there is a World Conference on 

Religion and Peace. I happened to be actively 

associated with it for many years. They have 

helped in inter-religious goodwill meetings. If 

there is further expansion, then, it would help. 

I would like to suggest that on the 50th 

anniversary of our Independence, on the 

golden jubilee celebrations of our 

Independence, there can be intensified joint 

programmes. Thus the goodwill generated 

from these joint programmes can be further 

augmented. I would request the hon. Minister 

to comment on it. I again congratulate the hon. 

Minister and warmly welcome his statement. 

Thank you. 

f�.�ह�� %9n ��B(���
���): ,R�%�! 
���N� �p �ह�!�,�+ ��^� !�� �� *�� �� �� �+ 
�हR!� �� �ह1� �6�� 1�� C �हR!� �� �1�� ह7”ह��� 
����
���� ��(Q�$ �� ���<1$ �� N��� *�� �� 
@���� !��� �� <7 �1� ���� ह7 C ������ �!
� @� 
��� �� �ह�� ह$�� �� �ह� �!"� �� '� ��&�,��� 
rn�p�� �!� ह7 C“�ह�!�,�� �:���� �� �� �ह� 
“�5��1+Y1” �� �+�� #	���� �� !��� C �&a� 1�� �� �ह 
�1�� ��$ ह� ��� ? �हR!� �� �1�� ह7 �� “ rn�p�� 
�!� ह7” 4� #	?��� �� �1�� ह7 “�5��17Y1” C  

�3�2�	
;(#$ �)*��$ ��� %�1�6$): ���� 
o��1 �� �ह Q���?��<�1 V�� ह7,Y�	�1�"� 
��,#�&%�! �� �1�� ह7 C��$�� �5��17Y1 �ह� 
��... 

f�.�ह�� %9n ��B: �ह�!�,V�� �1�� �%!�" 
�	��1� �� � ह� �� #ZT� ह7 C ��R�%�,����
��� ��  
��� �� N� ह� 1�� 88{ ���� ह+,���8�� ���� ह+ 
�� ह���� '� #�&N% ह7 4� %ह #�&N% ह7 �� N��� 
�!7% ह� '� �p�� �� N�% �� *�� �6�� ह+C %ह 
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��8� 
���� %��{ ह� �ह� ह7 4� %��{ �� �ह1� 
������ �%!�" �	�� �!� �� 88{ �� �ह� ह+ C �+ 
��a�� ह5	 �� ������ �%!�"� �	�� 4� �%!�" 
�	��1� @� ��� �� ��rU8� K� �� %���< ह$�� �� 
ह� @� '� �p���� �� rn�p���� �� �7 �� �!1� ? 
@���  �1' �& T �%"�y >8�� 4� ��8-�%8�� �� 
*%U���� ह+ C #N� ���-��� �����  ����
��� �� 
*�� ह+ C �&a� ��15� �हL �� �ह '��p�� �� N�% 
�� �!"(� ���� �� ह�� ��� �K�� �^� ह+? �+ 
�%!�" �	�� �� �� ����� 8�ह5	�� �� ��� !5��� �p �� 
ह�� ��M  V�� �	�� � ��1� ह+ ��� �	�� �$ �� ह� @� 
�� N�% �� ����$; ���� 8�ह�� ह+ ? ��! %ह �	�� � 
��1� ह+ �� ह�� �����	; ���� ह� 8��ह' C @��� �� 
��%,�� ��� ह7,�ह ��U8� ह� #�N�	!��� ह7 C 
���ह]� �� *%����,��-�����9	 �� 
*%���,1��$ �� *%���� ����� ��1 
ह�,����� �&�� ह�,���� ���� �� C �ह �� �1�� 
�%N��� �� ह&M,�� �1�� �� ह�  !&K
� �� 
���� ह+ C 1���� ��R�%�,�&a� ��15� ह7  �� ����� ह� 
V�� 1�� ह7 �� N��� �� �ह�� ह+,�����  �5%(� 
����
��� �� ��,�����  ���( ����
��� �� ह7 4� ��! 
%ह *� %ह�	 ���( ���� ���� ��'	-�%!�" �	�� �� 
�� �+�� �&! '� �� �1�� �� �� ����R� %��%�n 
x�rm �����  �&K ����
��� �� �ह�� ह+ 4� ����� 
�ह�	 ��]�& ह��� %�1� ह7,%ह '� ��� %ह�	 ���� 8�ह�� 
ह7 4� ���� %��� ��P� �हL ह� �� �ह� ह7- �� '� 
4� ह� ���<1$ �� %��� !��� �� #��� 9� �� 
*?ह �� �ह� ह+ 4� !5��� 9� '� ����rn *!�� 
%ह�	 ���� 8�ह�� ह7,���� %��� �हL ��1�� ह7 C �� 
��R�%�,V�� �� N�% �� '��p���� ��a �हL 
*�� C �+ *"� ���� ह5	 �� �%!�" �	�� �� @��� 

�qQ��� ����� C 

SHRI V. NARAYANASAMY 

(PONDICHERRY): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, 

the statement made by the hon. Minister of 

External Affairs is welcome. It is a step for 

the purpose of improving our relations with 

Pakistan. I know that the hon. Minister is a 

good friend of Pakistan. As for the issues and 

the good gesture which the hon. Minister has 

showed, we have no quarrel about them. The 

hon. Minister has said that high-level talks, at 

the official level, are going to be held 

between 28th March and 31st March this 

year. I would like to know from the 

agenda fixed for the high-level talks at the 

Secretaries' level. I do not want to vitiate the 

atmosphere now. But I would like to tell the 

hon. Minister the apprehension in my mind. 

Several times official talks, high-level talks, 

were held and they failed because of one 

reason that Pakistan tried to bring the issue of 

Kashmir. Therefore, I would like to know 

what the agenda, a mutually agreed agenda, is. 

Or, is there any pre-condition for high-level 

talks between the Government of India and 

the Government of Pakistan? No doubt, the 

Prime Minister of Pakistan is a new Prime 

Minsiter and he has also given a very good 

account of the talks between both the 

countries. We do hope that Pakistan 

Government will respond positively. I know 

that because of the strained relationship, even 

in getting a Visa, there have been difficulties 

for the people of Indian origin and they could 

not go there to meet their family members. 

There were a lot of difficulties. Some of those 

people approached us also for telling the hon. 

Minister. In some cases, the husband is there 

and the wife is living htfre. She could not get 

the Visa to go to Pakistan. It is very serious 

matter. Therefore, I would like to know 

whether the hon. Minister will use his good 

offices to convince the Pakistan Government 

that in genuine cases, Visa cannot be denied 

for the Indian people to go to Pakistan to meet 

their family members. I want the hon. 

Minister to respond to these two important 

points. Thank you. 

SHRI K. RAHMAN KHAN 

(KARNATAKA): Sir, I welcime this historic 

decision in the 50th year of our 

Independence. I must congratulate the hon. 

Minister on his bold decision, a unilateral 

decision. The decision is welcome throughout 

the country. A new chapter has started.... 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI     

NATH     CHATURVEDI): 
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Prime Minister of Pakistan has responded 

very well. And I am sure that this beginning 

by India will go a long way in building up the 

relationship between the two countries and 

removing the differences which we have got. 

By our unilateral decision, I am sure, all the 

problems- between the two countries can be 

solved. If we maintain this spirit,' I am sure 

that it will force Pakistan also to respond to 

the gesture which our couniry has made. I 

once again congratulate the hon. Minister on 

this gesture. 

#$ �*�*1l$� �����$(�<ह��): ���N� �p 
�ह�!�,���� �ह1� �+ ������ �%!�" �	�� �� �� 
ह�j!� ,R�%�! !��� 8�ह�� ह5	 �� �Rह$�� N��� �� 
��< �� ����
��� ��  ��� �	�	,$ �� �&�6 ����� ��  
�1' �ह1 �� ह7 C ����
��� ��  �� ��� �,�� �	�� 
��� ह7 �Rह$�� '1�� ���� 4� @ZT� ���ह� �� ह7 �� 
ह� N��� ��  ��� �	�	, �&,���� 8�ह�� ह+ C @� ���� 
�� �%!�" ��8% ��  
�� �� 28 ��8( �� 31 ��8( �� 
�!:1� �� %��{ ह��� �� �ह� ह7 C ��� ह� ��� !� %yA 
�� ह���� �Z8� ����
��� ��... 
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ह+ C 

#$ �*�*1l$� �����$: b�� ह7 C �� �Z8$ �� 
��ह�M ��  �1' �� ���� ह���� ������ �	�� �� �� 
���� ह7 ����  �1' �� ������ �	�� �� �� ,R�%�! 
!��� ह5	 C ���� ����� �� #��� �ह1 �� �Z8$ �� 
��ह�M ��  �1' V1�� ���� ह7 @� �� �+ �ह �ह�� 
8�ह5	�� �� @� !� �����$ ��  
�� �� �	�	, �� �&,��� 
���� ��  ���� �� �+ 
%��� ���� ह5	 C 1���� ���� 
�^� ��� �� �ह ह7 �� N��� 4� ����
��� �� 
���� ��  ��8 �� �	�	, ����� %� �	�	, B��!� ���5� 
ह$�� C ह���� �� �� �ह *	"�� ���  �ह�� ह7 �� ह� 
�� #��� 9� �� �ह1 �� �ह� ह+ 1���� %ह�	 �� 
����� ह���� �ह1 �� b&��� !��� �� ह���� ���� 
�� ��� ह��� C !��� �ह ��� ह7 �� #�� !� !�"$ �� 
���� ��  ��8 �� �7�� ���5� ह��� ह7 4� #�� �� 
!�" �� ����� �हL N� 8�ह�� ह7 �� ���� ����  
�1' �� !�" �� �	घy( N� ���� ह7 C !� !�"$ �� 
���� ��  ��8 �+�� ��� �ह��� �� ह� ��a�� ह+ �� 
@Rह$�� घ�y�'	 �� ह+ �� T��$ 4� �����$  �� 
Q�1� *����,�1����,��% 4� 1��� 

N� *���� �� @��� 1��� ह7 �� !��$ !�"$ �� ���� ��  
��8 �� �	�	, ����� %� ��<� �ह]%�5( ह$�� C ह���� 
������ �%!�" �	�� �� �� !� !�"$ �� ���� ��  ��8 �� 
�� �	�	, �&,��� ह7 %� 4� N� �ह]%�5( ��� C @� �!"� �� 
����  4� ���-��� ���� ह��� %�1� ह+ @��� ������� 
N� ह��  !��� �� ���� ��� C 
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 Ñ΅  ι А  ŃΌ Ķ˚ ňΌ ¢ ŗǿ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķź΅ Â ύ˜ ¢  śΉ  ŗŹΉ ¢  ╒ ¥ ̄  Ķⁿ ŔΌ

 ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ ³ ¢ ø ›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ Ń΅  →υ ¥ ĶŲŵůΨ ⅜ Ķˆ" ňά ¬ Ä

 ŗδ‘ "   Ń  →ˆ ¢  ╒ĊĐ  śˆ  ĉċ  śΉ  ŗΌ  Ķƒ ̄  ¢ Ä ›Έ ν ¬ őƒ © ̄  ĶΈ 

  śΝΒ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  śˆ  Ã ŗ· Ķˆ  Ä ¬ ⅜ Ķˆ ŚΌ ⅜ Ķˆ ø ι ŚΌ ̄  ĶǼ

 ›Έ Â  ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ...  

  

 ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢"""" ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê Ńˇ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê Ńˇ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê Ńˇ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê Ńˇ

Ê ŀΎ Ä →ǽÊ ŀΎ Ä →ǽÊ ŀΎ Ä →ǽÊ ŀΎ Ä →ǽ:":":":"  ι ̄  ÑŸ΅ őź₤ ¤ ¡ ¥ Ķſ ķǾ Ķ¯ Ê ̄  ĶūΫ ¢  ø›Ό

  śŻŵź΅  śŷŹǽ ŗΧ ŕŪδųź Ê ↨ŵ΅ ŕųź·đ ø›Ό Љ Ķſ  ̄  Ä ¢ Śⁿ ¢ Á ĶΉ   

  

Ê ̄  ĶūΫ ¢ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ À ύǼ Ê ŃˇÊ ̄  ĶūΫ ¢ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ À ύǼ Ê ŃˇÊ ̄  ĶūΫ ¢ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ À ύǼ Ê ŃˇÊ ̄  ĶūΫ ¢ ŕΎ ŀ· ¢ À ύǼ Ê Ńˇ::::  śŻŵź΅ Ј ĶΌ ̄   ŗ΅ Ã ŗю Â ¢ ø  ι őź₤ 

  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢ ›Ό А  śΉ  Ћ Ê →ŷΈ ÑźŷΉ ĶΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ›Ūδˇ ŗ΅  ŗǼ

øÃ ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬  ¬ ¢ Ä ÑźŷΊ ¬  ŗ΅ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ ÑźŷΉ ĶΈ
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  śŻŵź· Ј ĶΌ ̄  А Ã ŗю  śˆ  œφ З ¢  śΉ   ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ ŚųΉ ¢

  ╒ Ã Ä ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ Ä ¬ Â ¢ Ñ΅  ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ Ń ³ ¢  ι  Ķź΅ Â ύ˜ ¢

 Á ŀŲΈ  ↨ǿ ›Έ  ĶΟ Ã ŗŪˇ ŗ΅ А  śΉ  ĶǼ  śΏ  Ķŷſ  →υ ¥ ĶŲŵůΨ  Ń  →ˆ ¢

  ̄  Ä ¢ ¥ ̄  Ķⁿ Ñ΅ ι ÑΎ  ŗΨ ¥ Ķſ Ê ńſ  śˆ  ķˆ ŕųź· øÃ ŗΌ  Ķƒ Ń΅

 ŀŷŠŶˆ  ŗǼ Ľźſ  ╒  ĶŢŷǼ А Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± È ŀŷŠŶˆ Ç Ä  śŴΚŷſ È

 З ¢ Ñ΅  ι ДΌ ̄  Зſ  ĶΞŷˇ ¡ ÑΎ ›Έ ŕΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ø ╓ ŗΌ · ŗήŬΈ

  ŗ΅ œφ Ê ̄  ĶŶΌ  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А Ã ĶΌ Ä ŕųź· ›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ œφ  śˆ  » Ń˜

  Ä ¬ Ñ΅ ι  ĶźΆ ÑΎ  ĶŹųΎ ¬ ø ĶΡ  ŗΌ  Ķź΅  ĶΟ ³ ĶΎ Ń  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗΨ ŚŴΎ ¬  ¢ Ńų₤

 А Ľźſ  ╒  ĶŢŷǼ А Ã ŗŪά ¬" Ê →źΈ "  ŃΆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι Ѓ ŗΌ · ŗήŬΈ

 ňά ¬ ³ ¢ ³ ¢  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢  ĶŷŢǼ  ŗΨ  ι ДΌ Ķǽ Śⁿ ›ω  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А

 Ê →źΈ А  ĶŢŷǼ А Ã ŗŪά ¬  Ä ¬ ø ι Ѓ Ń΅ Śⁿ ´ ŃŹŴŷˆ ›Έ ňά ¬

 ›Ό А ›Ώ Ķŷˇ ŗŹΆ  śΉ  Ã ŗŹΉ ¢  ŗǼ ›Ό  śŢŹťŶˆ ŔΌ  ŗΨ Б  ι ̄  Зſ

   ̄  Ä ¢ Ј ŗ΅ ø ̄  ĶΟ ύ΅ øŚŴŷŻΎ ¡ ν ŗΩ А Ã Ä ̄  ĶΟ  →  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã Ä Ńƒ  ĶŹǽ Ñ΅

 ¬  Ñ΅ ι  ĶŢŴ·  śˆ  ³ ¢  ŗΨ  śŴŷźΏ ¡ Śⁿ őŹųź·  ĶŢŷǼ А Ã ŗŪά ¬ Ã ŗΫ Ä

 ø śŴΉ ŗΌ Â ̄  ŗΧ  ŗΰŸΈ Њ ĶΟ Ç Ä  ╓ ›ŷſ È ŀŷŠŶˆ  ŗǼ  Ľźſ  ╒

 Ľźſ  ╒  ĶŢŷǼ А Ã ŗŪά ¬  Ä ¬  śΉ  Ћ Ê →ŷΈ ňά ¬ Ä ÑźŷΉ ĶΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ

 ³ ¢ ø›ŷſ Â ̄  ŗΧ ŗΰŸΈ Śⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ç Ä ›Ό  Í ̄  ĶΊ ŀˆ  ŀŷŠŶˆ  ŗǼ ›Έ  

 ›Ό  ╔ ¢ Ä  śΉ  ŗΌ ³ ĶΎ Ń  Ķź΅  Ķź΅  ̄  Ä ¢  śųΉ ¢ ›Έ  ĶŪά ¬
Ο  śŷ∆ ¬ ›ŶΌ Ç Ä Śⁿ Ê ̄  ĶΞΉ ĶǼ Śųˆ ¢ øŖΎ Ń΅ ³ ĶΎ Ń  Ķ  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                           
" ŀˇ ŔŢǿ"  

SHRI BHUVNESH CHATURVEDI 

(Rajasthan): Sir, I welcome the statement 

made by the hon. Minister. There are two 

ways by which the contacts between the 

people of the two countries can be established 

and which can prove to be very useful. Fifty 

years ago, when the Asian Relations 

Conference had taken place, India was not 

divided, and Pakistan had joined India us a 

united country in that conference. I would 

submit that the Asian Relations Conference 

opportunity .should be utilised for improving 

the relations between the two countries. 

Secondly, we welcome the relief given in visa 

fee. Very many unilateral and bold decisions 

arc iLtjuiivd to be taken so far as our relations 

with Pakistan are concerned. On tire eve of 

partition of India, Mahatma Gandhi had 

threatened that he would not seek visa to visit 

Pakistan. This is a far cry today. We cannot 

think of such a situation now. But I would like 

to urge upon the Minister that one must think 

of it. It may be implemented after five or ten 

years. 

Thirdly, I would like to submit that the free 

flow of books and periodicals is very 

important and should be encouraged. Students 

from various countries are studying in our 

universities. Can the Government of India 

offer scholarships to them? It would prove to 

be a great thing if the students from Pakistan, 

who are studying in India, are given 

scholarsips. In this way, we will be able to 

develop contacts between the young 

generation which would prove to be very 

useful for future. I would like to say one more 

thing. Just now, I made a referent to the Asian 

Relations Conference. This is the SOth year of 

our independence and we    should    utilise    

this    opportunity. 
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Perhaps, the Minister might recollect that 

during Pandit Ii's time, the then President of 

Pakistan, Gulam Mohd. alongwith Dr. Khan 

and others, had visited India on the eve of 

26th January. That had paved the way for 

strengthening the relationships between the 

two countries, which was not thought of at 

that time. 1 think this was the first time when 

anti-India feelings were not roused In 

Pakistan during the general eleeions. if the 

exchange of politicians and MPs can take 

place, it would help in creating a very healthy 

climate which was seen during the elections in 

Pakistan. Thank you. 

�3�2�	
;(#$ �)*��$ ��� %�1�6$): 0� 
��ह_�! �1�� C 0� M"!= ��,*��� ��� �ह&� 
�ह1� *�� ��,*� 81� �' �� C 

#$ ��ह^� �*$�(�rU8�� �	��1): �+� �5 %��� 
�8 C �ह1� �� �+ �	�� �� �� �&����%�! !��� ह5	... 

�3�2�	
;(#$ �)*��$ ��� %�1�6$): �ह �� 
��<� ह� 8&�� ह+ C 

#$ ��ह^� �*$�(�rU8�� �	��1): %ह 
�&����%�! ��  �&
��ह� ह+ C ���� ��� �& T ���Q 
���"� N� ह+ C 

Seeause I am one of the people who are 

working at the grassreet level to improve eur 

relations with the neighbouring eeuntries: 

Please allow me to put questions; 

�ह1� �� �ह ह7 �� �� �&:� �� ��jQ"� �हL 
ह&* ��,�� ��� �� ��
Q1 ��
Q� �� %ह !� !�"$ 
��  ��8 �� �� C #� �ह ��� !�" ह� �' 
ह+,����
���,�	�1� !�" *� @	�;�� C 1���� 
��
Q1,��
Q ��;(,�1<�<�  �5�� !&���� ��  �1' ���� 
��
�$ ��  ह7 4� ����
��� 4� �	�1� !�" ��  �1' 
!5��� ��Q ��  ह7 C 1���� @� 50 ��1$ ��  #R!� ��� �� 
<7 ��,*M.'�.;�., ''.��1. �� ��� 8��� *M ह+ C 
@���  �� ��Q ह+ %� �	 ��"�1 �हL ह7C �&���� ����� �� 
���;�� ��Q �� 4� @��� '� !5��� !�" �� ���� ��  
��� �_��(  ���� ��  �1' �	 ��"�1 ��Q �� C 1���� 
��� !.� �� ��  �� ���� ��
� �� 8��� *M ह+ @��� 
�	 ��"�1 ��\� �हL ह+ C 

If you want to really improve relations 

between the two countries, people-to-people 

relations. 

�� *��� �ह �� *M.'�.;�.ह+,@��� N� 
'�"�� �RY�� �� �ह ह��� ह7,���>�� �RY�� ��  
�_�&���� "� ����
Q� �� ��� *� ��� ����� �� 
�हL ? ���� %� Q�1�<�� �� '� !5��� ��  ��� ��� 
�� ���  4� ��(�1
; N� ���"�1 ��Q �� #��� 
���$ �� *!��-�!�� �� ���  C �7�� ��
Q ��;( 
4� ��$ ��  �1' ह+ C  

!5��� ह7 �� *�Q
Q7>;� @U�5 �ह&� ह+ ���� 
*< <���� ��)� Q�� 1��1 �� 1��� 4� ��! �� �� 
W�� ��  ����  �� ��>Q� ������ %ह b�� ह+ C 1���� 
�ह ह��  ��� �� ���� � �̂�� �� �� �M ����"� 
!��$ �&:�$ �� *M ह7 4� %ह ����"� 46 ��  <��! 
4� 47 �� ����� �� B��!� #ह���� ���� ह+ 
*� �� Q5 ��B�,Y�;,����(,������ 4� Y�	���Q( �� 
!� ��!���� �&:� *�� �� ��1��1 ��b��� '� 
!5��� �� ����� �� �!! �� ���  4� %� *�� �6 
���  @���  �1' *��� %ह �!� %��M �ह&� #ZT� 
ह7 C @��1' �+ ��a�� ह5	 �� 3.2 �+ �7�� *��� �ह� 
ह7 �� “ VISa fees for senior pakistan citizens 

will be waived”.���� *��ह N� ��$ �हL ���� ह+ 
�� ��� �! 
Q&;+QC �5� '	; 
Q&;�Q C�7�� *��� *�� 
��  �!� �� ��� ह+ ...(-
�.��)...?&P� ��  ���� �� �� 
ह7 '��8�� *< ?&P� ह$��,@	�;�%�&#1� N� 
*����... 

SHRI LK QUJRAL: I aeeept it: 

#$ ��ह^� �*$�: �+� �5 C ���� ��� ����"� 
�� ��� !&���� !���� �� �.�� ��1� C *��� 3.3 �� 
�1�� ह7 �� 

"The flumbef of religious shrines in India 

whieh ian be visited by Pakistani pilgrims will 

be increased;" 

1 suggest that apart from religious shrines, 

historical monuments, which we commonly 

shqre, both the countries, should also be 

included. Not only the religious shrines but 

the historical monuments also should be 

included. 

����ह1 ह� �� �& �&� ����� ह� �� �&j"!���! 
��  �71�� ह$ C ���� N� *� �ह��� �� !��$ �ह 
ह���� Y�;�"� ह7 4� '� ��� ह� ���� �ह
Y� 
"��� ���� ह+ C 
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So,  you  please   include  the  historical 

monuments and the cultural centres also. 

����� ह7,�7�� *��� '��8�� *< ?&� ���� 
ह7,%7�� *� *��,�ह ��^� 1��; ��>�� ह� ���� ह7 
1���� ह� �& T <� �� '	; <� r
Q�1 *�(��@� �� 
���� ह+ Whether we can also arrange some 

fairs and festivals to project our own culture, 

you can find it out. ��	
�� ��� ?&� ��  *!��-
�!�� ��  ���-��� <� � '	; <�
Q��1 *�(��@� ��' 
�� ���� ह+ C �� ��
8� *� �!�� �ह� ह+ 4� 
�5��1�Q�1� �!�� �ह� ह+,!��$ �&:�$ �� V�� 1�� 
ह+,1�� ���� *�� %ह �हL 8�ह�� C V�� �� �ह&� �� 
�&:� ह7 �� 8�ह�� ह+ �� ����� ���� *' %ह 8�ह�� 
ह+ 1���� 1�� ���� * ���� V�� �हL 8�ह�� ह+ C �� 
��^� @,�-�,� *���  ���@� @��Q�"� �� �ह��� C 
1���� �ह �ह&� #ZT� ह7 4� *� �� ������ �7� ��  
�1' �ह� ह+ �� �:Q� 'RY� %��� should be valid for 

one year. ���� N� �:Q� 'RY� �ह�� 8��ह' �& T N� 
ह� ह� 8�ह� %ह �7 1���Q�� ह�,8�ह� ���1�Q�1 
'%�\� ह� �ह�	 ��  ��(�1
Q %ह�	 �� ���� ह+ C #N� 
�ह �� ����
��� ��  @1��"� ह&' ह+ @� @1��"� �� 
��(�1
Q ��  �^� @_��Q�RQ ��1 P1� ���� ह+ C Why 

don’t you include. at least. Journalists among 

others ?��  �& T #���� �� ���1� ह7 ���� ��� 
81�� ह7 �� 1��$ �� �5; ��� ह7 C @��1' ��(�1
Q 
�� N� #�� *� �:Q� 'RY� %��� �� @R�15; �� !��� 
�� %ह b�� �ह��� C �ह&� �� 1��$ �� �ह �ह� ह7 �� ... 

�3�2�	
;(#$ �)*��$ ��� %�1�6$): *� 
�%�1 �5�T' C 4� ��� �ह�� ह+ �ह *� T�^ !���' 
C *b ��� 4� ह+ C ��ह����� ����  �%�1 �5�T' C  

#$ ��ह^� �*$�: ह�	,�+ %हL �ह �ह� ह5	 C �+ 
�	��"� !� �ह� ह5	 C 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): It is a question of 

time, Mr. Salim. 

SHRI MD. SALIM: I am not expanding I 

am quickly covering the points You will be 

happy to know this. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): I will be happy to 

know what you say. But I am trying to 

accommodate all. 

SHRI MD. SALIM: The Minister of External    

Affairs    is    involved    in    th» person-to-

person talk,  

���1 Q5  ���1 ��1�"� �� ��Q�S� ?&� ��� �� 
�ह� ह+ C 

They are active without any encouragement 

from the Government. 

ह���� �ह�	 �� ��^�-�ह&� �ह���� ��1 ���� ह7,%ह�	 
��Q����� �हL ��1�� ह7 C 1���� V�� �"���� ह��� ह7 
�� ह���� �ह�	 �� %ह�	 ��  *jQ
Q * �� ��  ��� ���� 
ह7 1���� �ह�	 �� %ह�	 �� �� ��  ��� ��$ �हL �� 
���� C #N� �1�=� �� ����
���� ��Q�S� 4� 
@r�;�� ��Q�S� �� ���1 Q5  ���1 ��R<��� ह� �ह� 
�� �� %ह�	 '� �	%�!!��� �� �5T� �� *���  �&:� �� 
ह���� *jQ
Q$ �� ��<��( ���� �� �.�� �हL ��1�� 
ह7 1���� ह���� �&:� �� *���  *jQ
Q ��� ���� ह+ C 
����
��� ��  �:8�1 >%� ��  '�Q��%
Q �� ����� �� 
#N� �& T �!� �ह1� ����
��� �� ह���� ह� *jQ
Q$ 
�� ��<��( ���� �� ����"� �हL ��,*� %ह�	 �� 
�� ��  ���� �� ��� �� �ह� ह+ C We are proud of 

our cultural system,our democratic heritage. ह�� 
��
8� �!���� � �̂�� '� � �̂ �&:� ��  ����,#��� 
�हS�� 4� Y�;�"� ��  ���� 4� '� ;���)� �Q� ��Q-
#� ��  ���� C �ह ह��� �	�1�!�" ��  ��� �!���� ह7 
,ह��� ����1 ��  ��� �!���� ह7 4� ह���� �� !5��� 
�^.�� �&:� ह+ %� ���� *�� �� ���"" ����� ����  
�ह�	 [�� �%�!� ��"�� �7��� ह��� �+ �&������! !��� 
ह5	 C ह�� �!���� � �̂��,ह�� %ह �����1 ���� ���� 
� �̂��,"rm ह���� ��� ह7 C ह� #�� ����� �� %ह �&:� 
N� '� �!� *�� �6��� C #�� ���� "� N� 
ह���,"&�ह� N� ह��� �� N� '� *,� �!� �6�� ��  
�1' %ह ���5� ह$�� C ह� @� �&:� �� #ZT� ��:1&��� 
�7!� �� ��� �� C @��� *��� �� ����]% ह7 ह� ������ 
ह$�� C #� �� �5.'<.�%�(��Q �� �� ���"" �� 
ह7,�ह� �!"� �� �ह� �!� �b�' ह7,�ह N� '� �ह� 
�!� ह7 C *�� %�1� �!�$ �� ह���� ��:1&��� 4� �ह� 
ह$��,�ह �+ �_��! ���� ह5	 C "&�)�� C 
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Becasuse I am one of the people who are 

working at the grassroot level to improve our 

relations with the neighbouring countries. 

Please allow me to put question. 

†  ś  Ķűδ· Þ ڈ ̄  ĶΟ ĺˆ ŗΧ Þ œţˆ ŗΧ ŕ΅ ÑΎ   ŗΨ  ύφ

  ύŴŷſ  ̄  Ä ¢ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  ╒ Ã ŗŶũ΄ Á ĶŶƒ  śŻŵź΅  ĶźΉ ¬ Ê ̄  ŗΧ

³ Ķѓ Â ¢ ŕųź· ø›Ό  ╒ ĺΎ ̄   Í Ńˆ Ä ¬  śŻŵź΅ ňά ¬ Ã ŗ· Ķˆ 

 ЙΉ ÑΎ œźΈø Í ¢ øÊ ڈøŇά ¢øЈ ¡ ÞŇųź  śŻΉ   śŻΉ  ̄  ŀΉ ¢  ╒

 Ç Ä ›Ό ĺΎ ̄   ŗǼ  śųΉ ¢  ø›Ό Ј ¡ ŖΎ ≡ǽ"œŷŪδũγ΅ "ø›Ό ›ω  

 

 

 

 

 

›Ό ›ω ŇαΎ  ̄  Ä ¢  ś₣ ĺΎ ̄  ŔΎ ŁźΈ ›Έ  śΉ  ĶΈ ±  śΉ  ¢ Ń 

 

 

If you want to really inprove relations 

between the two countreis people-to-people 

relations, 

 

† Ňά ¢ Ј ¡  ŗǼ ÑΎ  ŗų ¡  ŗΨ†Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ " " " "

À ĶΞŷſ ŚŶŦŪΧÀ ĶΞŷſ ŚŶŦŪΧÀ ĶΞŷſ ŚŶŦŪΧÀ ĶΞŷſ ŚŶŦŪΧ :" :" :" :"  ŗ΅ Ћ Ê →ŷΈ  śŵφ øĽΈ Ê ŃΎ Ä  Ã ŗδųŷź₣ 

Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ ...  

ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢:::: ø ι  ĶΞǽ  ŗΌ Њ ĶΟ  ŗΨ Ç Ä   

  

Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ::::  Í ↨Έ ø›Ό ŐŧŢũΈ  ╒  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ Ç Ä 

 ŘŦ×΅ ³ Ķ"ŇγŪδ‗ ĺΉ Ń΅ "›Ό Śⁿ... 

 ňά ¬  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬ őΎ ¢  śˆ  ³ ¢ ½ ↑Ŷˆ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒  ĶŢŷǼ А
 ÑΎ  ŗǼ ›Έ  ̄  Ä ¬  śŻΉ ŕųź· ø ś₣ ĺΎ ̄  œŷŪδũγ΅  śŻŵź΅  śΉ  Ń΅
 ̄  œŷŪδũγ΅ ›Έ Â ¢ ›Ό Ј ¡ ŖΎ ≡ǽ А Ŕũ΄ Á ĶŶƒ 

  Ķƒ ŗΌ ÑΎ ›Έ  ŅΎ ↓ŷ΅ ‹Ūά ¢ Śⁿ ›Έ ³ ¢ ø ι Ê ڈ

Þ ι " ŅΎ ↓ŷ΅ ŒΉ ←źΉ " ¤ ¡  Ķź΅  śˆ   ↓ũγΈ ŕŪδųΉ ŗδŶΟ  ╒

 Í Ńˆ Ä ¬ őΎ ¢  Ń Â ŗűδŵźǺ Ç Ä А Ķƒ é›ω  ĶΎ  śŴŷΎ Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ  ╒ 

 ĺΎ ̄  œŷŪδũγ΅ Śⁿ ĺũŵΉ ŃǼ  ̄  Ä ¢   ╓ ›ųˆ  Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ ⅜ Ķˆ

̄ ڈ    ĶΟ ĺˆ ŗΧ  śũΚǼ ø  ╓ ›ųˆ  Ń΅ Â ¢ ¬ Ń Â ¢ ¬ ¡  ĶΟ Ã ŗΨ Ķſ З ¢  Ń

 ø ι  śŻŵź΅ Ã Ä →  ̄  Ä ¢  

 ¤ ¡  ŗųΉ ¢ ›Ό Ĺυ  ŗŪά ¢ ŒΉ Łŷźţˆ ¢ ¦Ô ¡ Ñ΅  ι  ¢ Ńˆ Ä ¬" Â ̄  Ķ

œŠź· Ê ↓Ύ Ńųźˆ "  Ń  śŲΘ˙  ╒  Ń Ä ¢  ŗǼ ›Έ ŘůΦ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŴŷź·  Ń

őź₤ Ç Ä  śŴŷΎ Ń΅ ŒŷţźΈ ›Έ Â ĶźΊ ¬ ›ŶΌ ÑΎ ŕųź· ø  ι 

 ЙΉ  ŗǼ Ñ΅  ĶΡ  Í ń  ĶŷŹ΅ ̄"ŕŪά ↕Ǽ  " Ã ŗųŵΈ Ã ŗΫ Ä ¬  ŗǼ  ι

 ŕŪά ↕Ǽ Ç Ä   ̄  Ä ¢  ι Ј ¡ ›ΈČĎ  ̄  Ä ¢  ¬ Ķũ  ╒ Čď А  

½ ̄  ĹźŶΌ ¢  Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  śˆ  ŔźũŲΨ 

  ŗǼ Ĺ΄ ŗˆ ¢ ø Ķ₣  ¢ ŗΌ ›ω ŕŪδǺ ̄  Ķ  ĶΟ őŵΈ ķǼ Ñ΅  ι
 ‹ƒ ÑΎ £ ¢ ø Ķ₣ ›Έ Ľźſ  ╒ Ã ŗŪά ¬  Ä ¬ Ç Ä  Ķ₣ Ŕţũˆ œţˆ ŗΧ

ňά ¬ν ø ĶΎ ŁΉ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ňά ¬  κ ĶΠŷſ ÞÂ ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ø›Ό  ╖  ŗΌ  

ø›Ό  śŢΊ 
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  ̄  Ä ¢ ŇΫ Ņſ ø³ │ Ķ΄ø  ŁΎ ŃǺ Á ± ̄  ŗΩ  ŗǼ ¨ ¡

 ŅΉ  Ä ¬ ›Έ ¦ ̄  ŗίũΫ ¢ ŃǺ  Ń΅  Ķℓſ œźΈ À Ķƒ ›Έ ŇΧ ¡ őŵΈ  ŚųΎ ¬

 È ńſ  ╓ ¡ Ç Ä  ̄  Ä ¢ ›ųˆ  Ń΅  ¬ ŀΈ ›Έ Љ Ńƒ А  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬ őΎ ¢

 ›Έ  śŻŵˆ ¢ ø ι  ĶŹǽ ¢ Ĺυ Й΄ ¢ Ä Á ŀ΄ ÑΎ  ĶΞ ¡  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢ ›ųˆ

 А Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢŹťŶˆċ ÑΎ  ̄  Ķˇ ¡ ĊÑ΅  ι  ĶŸ΅  śŷΓ ¡  ĶũδǼ ›Έ  ...  

“Visa fecs for senior Pakistan 
citizens will be waived.”  

†›Ŷˆ ¢  Ñ΅ ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ ›ω Ã ŗδ΅ Śⁿ ÑΎ ¤ ¡ 

  ╒  ╓ ¡  śŷΓ ¡  ĶũδǼ ĺΉ ڈ ŗαˆ ¢  ŁŷΎ ¢ ⅜ ŗά ĺΉ ¬ ŗαˆ ¢ Ê ¬ ̄  Ķ

 ι  ĶŹ΅ ̄  ›Έ Á ŀ΄" ...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..."  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ ŇΧ Ä ŃΆ

 śŴΉ ŗΌ ŇΧ Ä ŃΆ » ¡  ļźŦũųΎ ¢ Ñ΅  ι  ŗΨ ›Έ"  " À ŗẄ ŗά ŁΉ ¢ "

 śŴŷźųˆ ¡ Śⁿ...  

SHRI I.K. GUJRAL: I accept it 

†Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ::::  øÃ ŗδųŷź₣   

Ñ΅ Ķƒ  śŷΓ ¡ ø śŵΈ ō΄ ŗΈ  ĶΟ  śŷŹųΎ ¬  ĶźΉ ¬ ЙΉ  ŗ΅ ŕŪά ↕Ǽ ЙΉ ċ 

 ÑΎ  ̄  Ķˇ ¡ċÑ΅ ι  ĶŹų· ›Έ   

"The number of religious shrines in 

India which can be visited by Pakistani 

pilgrims will be increased." 

I suggest that apart from religious 

shrines, historical monuments, which we 

commonly share, both the countries, should 

also be included. Not only the religious 

shrines but the historical monuments also 

should be included 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

† øÃ ŗΌ Ňδŵź  ╒  ¬ Ķſ ¡  ŀˇ │  ĶΎ  ŗΌ  ̄  ĶŷźΈ ķŭ΄  ĶΎ  ŗΌ œŧΈ ¨ Ķƒ

 ŗųˆ ¢ 

  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ ÑΎ  ŗŹųΎ ¬ Ñ΅  śŴŷźŸ΅ ¤ ¡ Śⁿ "Ύ ŃǺŕŪά Ł " őΎ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ι

ø›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅   źˇ Ê ↓ũΊ ŕΈ ĶΟ ŔΌ ⅜ Ķˆ 

 

So, you please include the historical 

monuments and the centres also. 

 

†  Ķź΅ ¤ Ä ŃΆ » ¡ ļŷźŦũųΎ ¢  śŷΓ ¡  ĶũδǼ ø ι  ¢ Ńũδƒ

  ¢ ° ŗ₣ ÑΎ ø ╓ ¡ ¤ ¡  śũ∆ Ä ø ι"Œŷųŷźј  ŁΏ κ " ø ι  ĶŢųˆ  ŗΌ

  ŅΏ ĶŷΆ ̄  ¡ À ŗδţũδ  ŁŷΎ ¢ ź ŘŦ΅ ŔΌ ŕųź· " ›Ό  śŢųˆ  Ń΅...  

Whether we can also arrange some fares 

and festivals to project our own culture, you can 

find it out 

 

† ⅜ Ķˆ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ Â ¢ ¬ Ń Â ¢ ¬ ¡  ╒ ¤ Ä ŃΆ őƒ ŃųũΫ Ķˆ"  ŁźΉ ¢  ź

  ŅΏ ĶŷΆ ̄  ¡ À ŗδţũδ " ķǼ ø›Ό  śŢųˆ  ĶǼ  śŻ΅"  ĶŹ΅ ¬ ¤ ¡  ŃŦũǼ

  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  ι ̄" ι ̄   ĶŹ΅ ¬ ν ↓źŵźΉ ŗά  ›Έ Ã ŗųŵΈ Ã ŗΫ Ä ¬ Þ›Ό 

 Ĺυ  ŗΨ  śũ∆ ¢ ø  śŢΕ Ķǽ ›ω Ç Ä ›Ώ ¡ ķΎ Ń΄ ¿ ŗ· Þ›Ό ¿ ŗ·  śũ∆ ¢

 ›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ Ç Ä  śΏ  ¡ ķΎ Ń΄  ̄  ĶΟ Ńˆ А ›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ  ŗǼ ›Ό őŵΈ  śˆ

  ŃΊ ¬ ¢ø  ŃΊ ¬ ¢  ¢ ° ŗ₣  ŗΨ ø›Ό  śŢΕ Ķǽ ›ω  Ķũά ¢ ›Ώ ĶǼ  ¡ ķΎ Ń΄ ¿ ŗ·  Ñ΅

  śųΓ ¡" Ê ̄  ¢  ↕Ώ ĶΈ" ŕŪδǺ"  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶŹǽ ¢ Ĺυ  ŕųź· ø śŴŷźΊ ̄   ŗΨ

 ¤ ¡Ñ΅ ›Ό  ι ̄   ÑŸ΅ śŻŵź΅ ŇΫ Ņſ  ŗǼ... : 
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Multy  entry visa should  be  valid for one 

year. 

† ÑŹŦ΅  ι Ķǽ  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶŷΌ ̄   Ê ↓ŷΎ ¢ ЕŵΈ Śⁿ  ŗųΉ ¢
 Ã ŗΌ ŇαΉ ŗά ¢ œΞţź· ŗΧ  ι Ķǽ ø ŗΌ  ≡ţΈ ύź΅ Ç Ä  ι Ķǽ ø ŗΌ Śⁿ

 ĺũŵΉ ŃǼ  ╒ Ã Ķϊ  ╒ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  śŢųˆ  ĶǼ Ã ĶΌ Ä
 ŕŪųź· ¢  ╒ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  ŗǼ ÑΎ Śⁿ ¢ ø›Ό  śŢųˆ ¡ Ã Ķϊ ĺũŵΉ ŃǼ

  ¢ ńſ  śΉ  ĺũŵΉ ŃǼ ›Έ ŕŪųź· ¢ ³ ¢ ø›Ό  śΏ  ŗΌ " ĺŷǺ ̄  ŗίΈ ¢
 śŵΓ À Ä ̄ "  ι  Ķź΅...  

Why   don't    you   include,    at    least, 

journalists among others. 

†ˆ  ³ ¢  ι  ύųΉ ›Έ Ã Ä ̄  ĶŠǿ ¢  ÑŹŦ΅  ŗǼ ÑŢ  ś
  ŃΆ ¢ Śⁿ  ŗ΅ ĺũŵΉ ŃǼ  śŻŵˆ ¢ ø ι  Ķź΅  ڈ ŗΈ  ĶΟ Ã ŗΆ ŗ· Ñ΅  ι  ĶŢŵǽ
 Ĺυ ø ĶΡ  ι ̄  őź₤  ŗΨ  śŴŷΎ ¬  Ń΅  ڈ ŗŵųΉ ¢ ›Έ  ¢ ŅΎ Ä  ≡ţΉ ¢ ЕŵΈ ¤ ¡

Ñ΅  ι  ĶŸ΅ ÑΎ  śΉ  Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  śˆ...  
  

 ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢ ňųźΊ ¬ ¢  Ķ₧ˆ ¤ ¢""""Ê ŀΎ Ä →ǽ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê ŃˇÊ ŀΎ Ä →ǽ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê ŃˇÊ ŀΎ Ä →ǽ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê ŃˇÊ ŀΎ Ä →ǽ ⅜ ĶΉ А ŗ· Ńƒ Ê Ńˇ:::: 
 ⅝ ¡ ø śŻΜΎ ¬  ° ŗŹǽ ¤ ¡ ÑΎ ›Ό  śŢΛ΅  Ķź΅  ̄  Ä ¢ ø śŻŹǽ ŗΧ À ¢ ŗˆ ¤ ¡

›Ό  ̄  Ä ¢ Á ĶΉ ø śŻŹǽ ŗΧ À ¢ ŗˆ  ╒ Ń΅ І Ķſ ŃŸΈ   
  

Ŕźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê ŃˇŔźŵˆ  ŀŶŧΈ Ê Ńˇ::::  ›Έ Ã ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   Ń΅ ŚΌ Ä ›Έ Ã ĶΌ 
øÃ ŗΌ  ĶΌ ̄   Í ¬ ŕŪδ‗  

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKl 

NATH CHATURVEDl): It is a question of 

time, Mr. Salim. 

SHRI MD. SALIM: I am not expanding. I 

am quickly vocering the points. You will be 

happy to know this. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKl   

NATH   CHATURVEDl):   I 

will  be  happy  to  know  what  you  say. But 

I am trying to accommodate all. 

SHRI MD. SALIM: The Minister of 

External Affairs is involved in this person-to-

person talk. 

†  ι ̄   Ń΅ Á ĶΟ ¤ Ä ŃΆ ŕťźţˆ  Ń  ŕŪδ· ̄  œ ŗδ  ŗΩ œ ŗδ
ø›Ό 

They are active without any encouragement 

from the Govt. 

 Ã ĶΌ Ä  Þ ι Ѓ ĶǼ œΈ   ¬ ŀΈ Ĺυ Ê ° ŗ₣  ŗΨ Ã Ķϊ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ
" ≡Ή Ä ↓ " Ñ΅ ι Ѓ ŗΌ ĹΎ ĶΞˇ Śũά ¢ ŕųź· ø ι  ĶŢŵΈ ›ω

ųź· ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ Á ĶΟ  ╒  Ń΅ ¡ ĺũΩ ̄  ¡  ╒ Ã ĶΌ Ä  Ń Ã Ķϊ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ŕ
 ø ś₣  śŢųˆ  Ń΅ ›ω Ã ŗδ΅ Á ĶΟ  Ń΅ ĶǼ Ã ĶΌ Ä ĺũΩ ̄  ¡  ╒ Ã Ķϊ
 А ŇΫ ≡ţˆ ŕΎ ŁΉ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ŇΫ ≡ţˆ  І ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  śˆ  ÑŢųŵ΅ Śⁿ ¢

"œ ŗδ  ŗΩ œ ŗδ "  ̄  ĶΠΉ ÑΈ Ķƒ őΎ ¢ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ŗΨ Ś₣ ŚΌ ̄   ŗΌ ŇΫ ŃűΫ ĶΟ
  ŗ΅ Ã ŗαũδǺ ̄  ¡  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ›Έ őŵΈ  śųΓ ¡ А  ĶŹǽ ŗΧ  śΉ"Á ̄  Ķ Ń "
 őŵΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ŕųź·  ι  ĶŢŵΈ ›ω  ō΄ ŗΈ  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ń΅  śųΓ ¡ ›Έ

  ╒ ŒΉ Ä À ŃŦŵ΅  ╒ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ø›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ Á ĶΟ ĺũΩ ̄  ¡
 ›Έ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  śŵφ Â ¬ ŘŦ΅ Śⁿ ¢  Ñ΅  ĶΎ  ĶŢſ  śΉ   ĺˆ ŗδţųΎ ¢
 ÞŚ₣ ›ω ŕŪδΈ Ń А  śΉ  Ń΅ Á ̄  Ķ Ń  ŗ΅  Ã ŗαũΩ ̄  ¡ ŚΌ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ
 ›ŶΌ  ø›Ό  ι ̄   Ń΅ ¥ Ķſ А  śΉ  Ń΅  ╒  Ń΅   ¡ Ã ĶΌ Ä ¤ ¡

" ŃŦũδǼ " ĶΠΎ ń  ĶΉ ĶŹ΅ ¬ 

†[]Transliteration in Arabic Script 
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 ŕŪά ŁΎ ŃǺ  ̄  Ä ¢ ķΎ Ņχ З ¢ Þ ś˙  ĶΉ  ╒ őŵΈ  Í ńſ őΎ ¢

 ÑΎ ø ś˙  ĶΉ  ╒ ¤ ¢ ĺźˆ őţΎ Ń΅ ŗŶΎ ڈ őΎ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢  ś˙  ĶΉ  ╒

  ╒ À ĶšźΉ  śΉ  ŔΌÞ ι  ĶΎ ĶŹųΎ ¬ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ ňά ¬ ύŴŷſ  śŷŶΌ

 őŵΈ Śˆ Ä ń  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬  ŗǼ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  ĶΎ ĶŹųΎ ¬ ⅜ Ķˆ

ķΎ Ń΄ Ç Ä ›Ό Ã Ķϊ  śųΉ ¢ ø śŴŷΎ Ń΅ ňˇ ŗ΅ А  śΉ  ¡ " Á ̄  Ķ

 ›ŶΌ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ ›Έ ø ĶΡ ŗΌ  ̄  Ķźƒ  ↕Ūά Ń Â ĶΊ ¬ Ä

 Дųˇ ÞŚŴΎ ń І Ń΅ ŔΏ Ķ΄ À ĶŤΈ Ç Ä ›ŶΌ Þ  ĶΡ Í ń  ĶΉ ĶŹųΎ ¬

 Á ŀ΄ őΎ ¢  Śⁿ őŵΈ Ç Ä  ŗΨ  śŴŷΎ Ń΅  ŃΆ ¢ ŔΌ ø ι ³ Ķ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ

 Śⁿ  ŗΨ  ĶΡ ŗΌ Śⁿ ÑŸŠˆ Þ ĶΡ ŗΌ Śⁿ őˇ  ŗųΉ ¢  ŃΆ ¢ ø śŴŷΊ ńſ  ╓ ¡

΄  ĶΊ ¬ ¡ őΎ ¢ ³ ¢ ŔΌ  ø ╓  ŗΌ  ̄  Ä ŀťΈ Ç Ä  śŻŵź΅  śΉ  ĶΊ ńſ Á ŀ

  ĶΞ ¡ ›Ŷˆ ¢ ø ╓ ›ųˆ  Ń΅  ¢ ŀź ¥ ĶŲŵůΨ  śŹΗ ¢  ›Έ őŵΈ

 øŏά ¢ø ŗά őƒ £ ¢ ø śŴΉ ŗΌ £ ĶźΈ ĶΟ ŔΌ  ι  ŗδƒ →źΉ  ŗǼ

 ›Έ  Ķˇ ¬ ľźŧ¯ Þ ι А ňˇ ŗ΅  ŗǼ  śΉ  ĺŷŶΉ ̄  ŗΆ

 ø ι Á ŀ΄  ľźŧ¯ őΎ ¢ Śⁿ ÑΎ Þ›Ό ›Ώ Ķ₤ ¢ Á ŀ΄ ľźŧ¯

¯  ̄  Ä ¢ ¥ ĶŲŵůΨ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ›Έ Ã ŗγΎ ¬  ╔ ¢ Ä  śΉ  ¡  ľźŧ

                    øÑΎ Ńųˇ øÃ ŗΌ  Ķƒ Ń΅  ŀźΈ ¢ ›Έ ÑΎ Þ śŴΉ ŗΌ" ŀˇ ŔŢǿ" 

SHRI R.K. KUMAR (Tamil Nadu): Mr. 

Vice-Chairman, the disadvantage of being 

called last is that Mr. Md. Salim and others 

have spoken everything 

 

 

 

 

 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI 

TRILOKI NATH CHATURVEDI): It was 

only in that hope I called his name first. 

SHRI R.K. KUMAR: Sir, when Neil 

Armstrong landed in moon he said, "It is a 

small step, but a giant leap for the 

mankind". Whatever the hon. External 

Affairs Minister has done today may look 

like a small step but it is going to be a giant 

leap towards better relations between the 

two countries. We make so many Zero Hour 

Submissions and Special Mentions in this 

House. They are just like, blowing the 

trumpet into the dead man's ear. We do not 

get any response or we do not get any 

reaction. This is my experience for the last 

one year in this House. But on this occasion 

I am very grateful to the External Affairs 

Minister because he had solved the issue of 

the plight of 38 children and got'the children 

back within three months from the date of 

raising the issue in this House during the 

winter session.  I congratulate him 

Now I will take only one minute to bring 

to his notice another very important plight 

which is going to happen after 1st July,      

1997.      The      Indians      visiting 

Hongkong today get visas for three 

months on arrival. When I was in Honkong 

last time I heard that our Counsul General 

had written to the External Affairs Ministry 

that the Chinese Government wanted to 

know what we were going to do. As regards 

the Chinese they are going to give new 

passports. .Unles it depends on reciprocity 

and unless n'o decision is taken fast, Indians 

may not be able to get visas for landing in 

Hongkong. Of course, he need not answer it 

immediately. He can take note of it and 

answer later. 

PROF.      (SHRIMATI)      BHARAT1 

RAY (West Bengal): Sir, first of all, I 
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wouid like to congratulate to hon. Minister for 

taking this very bold step. This is a bold step 

which is in tune with our tradition because 

Indian history is a history of unity in diversity 

and in the words of Tagore: 

Esho he Arya, Esho Anarya, Hindu-

Musalman   (come   Aryans,   non-Aryans 

Hindus,  Muslim,  you  all  come  to  this great 

land of India. 
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W�� ��  
�� �� �7b� ह��� %�1� ह7 ��� @� �7b� 
�� ����� �%!�" �	�� �� �� #N��� �7���$ �� N� 
�&m ��%��� ��  �1' ����� C V�� �+ ���� 
�qQ��� 
N� 8�ह�� ह5	 4� #�&��, N� ���� ह5	 Cv 

 
The most imprtant thing in the Minister's 

statement is the people-to-people contact. We 

know that when there is tension between the 

two Governemnts the people are not always 

affected by that. On the other hand, they are 

subjected to propaganda, the usual wrong 

propaganda. This step will help to understand 

each other. That is the most important thing. 

Our comrade Md. Salim has mentioned most 

of the points. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): You seek your 

clarifications. 

PROF. (SHRIMATI) BHARATI RAY: 

What I am going to say is that you have 

mentioned about expansion of cultural 

contacts., I would very much like to know 

how you propose to do that. Please elaborate 

on that point. Thank you. 

6.00 P.M. 

#$ g.3$.��ह*$ (�!:1�): ���N� �p 
��,������ �%!�" �	�� �� �� #��� %mx� �� �ह 
������� !� ह7 �� ����
��� �� #��� �ह�	 �	! 38 
N����� �Z8$ �� �&m ���� �� घ�y� �� ह7 C �ह �� 
�ह&� ���ह��� ��� ह7 C @���  �1' ह���� ����� 
4� �%!�" �	��1� �� 9� �� �� ���� ��' �' ह+ 
����  �1' %� �,�M ��  ��� ह+ C 1���� �+ �%!�" �	�� 
�� �� �ह�� 8�ह�� ह5	 �� N��� ��  �& T �7��� 4� 
� �̂ �7��� #<�� ����
��� �� ��1$ �� ��T1� 
1�N� 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR SINGLA 

(Punjab): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, the hon. 

Minister of External Affairs deserves 

congratulations from all Indians for taking up 

a noble, bold and unilateral step and making 

two countries move towards normalisation as 

well as peace on a permanent footing in both 

the nations. I would say it is a first major step 

the Government has taken to strengthen the 

bonds between the people of two countries. 

There have been attempts earlier also from 

NGOs to improve people-to-people contacts 

but once the Government takes a step, 

probably it will help more. I would like to 

seek two clarifications from the hon. Minister. 

The fifth measure which the Minister has 

mentioned in his statement is, "Freeflow of 

books and periodicals estabishes better 

appreciation of each other". One would agree 

with it completely. 'I am cautioning the 

Minister. Before the actual normalisation takes 

plae, will there be some kind of monitoring 

that the free flow or special flow of books will 

only strengthen contacts and appreciate each 

other? Let there not be any propaganda 

material of one kind or the other come in so 

that the whole attempt does not get 

jeopardised. 

My second point is this. I come from the 

State of Punjab. I would like to know whether 

the Secretary level meeting has 
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an agenda on the point of ISI activities both in 

Jammu and Kashmir and Punjab. There were 

a lot of Press reports that in the recent bomb 

blasts ISI was involved. I would like to know 

whether the Minister would take up this 

matter apart from Secretary levle talks, as a 

part of the agenda. 

Thirdly, the hon. Minister is aware of the 

SGPC demand. The SGPC is demanding of 

the Government of India to take up the matter 

of repair of their gurudwaras and religion 

places. But this permission has not been 

given. If the hon. Minister takes up this matter 

at the Secretary level meeting or otherwise we 

will really be grateful to the hon. Minister of 

External Affairs. Thank you. 

#$ 7� 8 
��(�=� �!�"): ��R�%� 
��� �p ��,�+ N� �%!�" �	�� �� �� 4� N��� 
����� �� �ह&� ,R�%�! !� �ह� ह5	 @���  ���� ��  
�1' �� �Z8� ��1 �� �	! �� %� T5 Q �' 4� ह���� 
*��� �	�	, �&,� �ह� ह+ C ��R�%�,1�N� 50 ��1 
�ह1� �	�1� !�" 4� ����
��� N��� �� ह� �ह
�� 
�� C !&N{�� �� �� ह� #1� ह� �' C @��1' ;�.��� 
���ह� 1��ह�� �� �ह� �� N���,�	�1�!�" 4� 
����
��� �� '� �ह�	�घ ���� 8��ह' C �ह�	�घ �� 
��'�� �� ह���� �	�, �&,���� ����� ह���� x����� �� 
N� %�rn ह���,ह���� �������� �5a-�5a N� #ZT� 
�ह��� 4� ह� @� !&���� �� '� "rm �� ��� �� C 
N��� ����� �� 4� �%!�" �	�� �� �� @� 9� ���� 
���_N �� �!�� ह7 C @���  �1' �+ �ह&�-�ह&� ,R�%�! 
!��� 8�ह�� ह5	C �+ �� %1 '� ह� �U� �5T�� 8�ह�� ह5	 
�� �%!�" �	�� �� ��  ���� �� �ह ह7 �� �ह 1��� ह7 
�� ���
���� 4� *��� ��a.�� !��$ !�"$ �� 
ह&* ह7 �� *��� �� '� �� ��	8 �� �&�%,�'	 ����M ह+ 
����
��� �� *�� %�1� 1��$ ��  �1' �� ��� %हL ��	8$ 
�&�%,�'	 %� 1�� N� #�{� ����
��� ��  1�� N� ह���� 
!�"%����$ �� !��� ��  �1' �7��� ह+? ��� @� ��ह �� 
*��� ��a.�� ह&* ह7 #�%� @��� �& T �� �� 
B��!� ह&* ह+ ?  

�4*��� g<M1�� ��� Lr�$(��ह��): ��, 

�+ #��� �.#�S� �7_����� ��j1����Q �� ��ह ���� 
%S�'-'-����� @Rz �& ��� �&���1 ��ह� �� @� 
��� �� �&����%�! !��� ह5	 �� ��ह-�� �� @���<� 
���"" 4� �<�� �� �]� ���� �� @���<� 
�S�� �ह
Q����1 1��$ �� ह��� ह7 ��� ��� �� 
�&���1 ��ह� �� ह� ���� �हR!&
�����$ �� ��< �� 
����
��� �� �ह �7��� �!�� ह7 ��, 
  
 �&15�-'-�!1 ह7 #�� �1���  
 ��Q��� '� ��S �ह �"�-�" 
 �&_ह� ���� ����-'-��ह-�� 
 ����� ���5�� ह��%�M C“ 

�&���1 ��ह� ��  �!1$ �!��� �� �ह �1�� 
�ह1� �� �.�5! ह7  �� '� %�� !� Q&� �̂ ह� ���,% 
�हR! % ����
��� �<�� �� !�%��� >�8 �M 4� !� 
�!1��  !�_���,�& ��� �� ����� �� #��� ह�� �ह� 
�� ��� C �ह�-�� %ह �^� ह� !&�!��� <7 �1� �� 
�����  ����� �� ह���� �&:� !� �ह
�$ �� ����� 
ह��� �ह ��� C *�  �<�� �� ��ह-�� �� �!1�� 
��  �1' �� �
��% 4� �� ���"� �&���1 ��ह� 
1��� *' ह+ ह���� �5�� �5:� ���� 
%��� ���� ह5	 
�Rह� �&"��!�! �ह�� ह+ C 

 

��,�& T #��� �� %1 ह���� �&:� �� ����
��� 
�� '� ;�1���"� *�� �� 4� ह���� �&:� ��  
;�1���"� �� �����ह� �हR!&
��� ��  %[! �� 
�����ह� '� ����� ह�� ����
Q� �� <���M �� 
����� *�� �� @� ��� �� ��� �!�� ��� �� �� 
@	;�-��� �	� ह��"� �हR!&
�����$ 4� 
����
�����$ ��  �&
����1 �� ���ह ���� %�1� 
����� ह��� C ह� ��� �� N� ह�� ����� 
C...(-
�.��)....��,V�� �5�� �� �� '���<� 
���"" �&���1 ��ह� �� �� ह7 ���� �+ ��<(  !� ���� 
�ह�� 8�ह5	�� �� �U� N� ह7 4� �&a�% N� ह+ C '� �� 
�ह �� ����
��� �� �� ;�1���"� *' %ह 
;�1���"� ��<(  !�K1 �:��� �� %��� 81� 
��',ह���� �ह�	 ���� %[! ��' %ह ��<(  
@
1�����! ��  � ह��� �ह ��' %ह�	 �� �� %[! 
*' %ह ��<(  �!:1� �� ह��� � �ह ��' �r:� 
�हR!&
��� ��  �&o��1< � �̂ "ह�$ �� �ह�	 ह���� 
�:8� �8��-���� ह+ %ह�	 N� �� %<5 ! �� ���� 
8��ह' 4� %ह�	 N� '�-!5��� �� ��S�� *"��M 
ह��� 8��ह' C ��,!5��� ��� �ह�� 8�ह5	�� �� @� 
%<5 ! �� ��	%$ �� N� N���� 
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8��ह' C ��� ��	% �� �हR!5
��� �� �ह� #����� 
4� ����
��� �� �ह� #����� ह��� ह7 C 

��,'� ��� 4� �ह�� 8�ह5	�� �� #��� �ह 
ह��� ह7 �� %ह�	 �� �� %<! *�� %ह �&�1���$ ��  
घ�$ �� �ह ���� ह7 4� �&�1��� ���� @
����1 
���� ह+,�&�1��� ���� ��ह���!��� ���� ह7 4� 
�ह�	 �� �� %<! 4� ;�1���"�  ����
��� ��� %ह�	 
ह���� �हR!5 N�M ���� ��ह���!��� ���� ह7 C @� 
�����-'-��� �� #�� �!1� ��' �� B��!� ��ह�� 
ह��� C %ह�	 �� �� %<! *' �ह�	 �हR!&
��� �� ह���� 
�हR!5 N�@�$ �� ��ह��� ह� �हR!&
��� �� �� ह���� 
%<! ��' %ह %ह�	 ��  �&�1���$ �� ��ह��� ह� C @� 
��ह ��  ह� '�-!5��� ��  ��� �7����1� �� �S%� 
�7!� �� ���� ह+ C  

�+ '� ��� *���� �ह5	�� ��,4� �5T5 	�� N� 
%ह %��� �� �ह5�1�� ��  ���� �� ह7 C ह���� �&:� �� 
%���  �� �ह5�1�� N� '���<� !� ह7 C ��� 
����
��� ���� %�1$ ��  �1' �ह ह��� ह7 �� 
����
��� '	���� �� �����Q( �� �� 1��� ह7 4� 
����  ��! ���� �ह�� ह+ �� 90 �!� ��  ��! *��� 
%��� ��1��� C  

%ह @
1�����! �� @� �� r�1#� �����,�� ��  
��! *� �� %��� ��1��� C “�� �.� ���� ह7 ���� 
�&:< ��  �� ह��� �� C“ ���� �� �Z8� ����� ह7 
%ह�	,���� �� ��� ����� ह7,���� ��  ��1�"� �� ��M 
���� %�1� ह7 4� *� �ह�� ह� �� 90 �!� ��  ��! 
%��� !��� C �� 90 �!� �� �� ��� �हL �� @	��� �� 
�ह�	 �ह& 	8�� ह��� ? �ह �� �7�-@	��� 4� �7�-
#�1�©� �����-'-��� ह+ ����
��� �� C 
'ह����� �.� �� �+ �ह �ह�� 8�ह5	�� �� ��� ��ह 
ह���� 0� �&���1 ��ह� �� @	���� 4� #�1��� 
�%7�� #ro���� ���� ह&' %ह�	 �� *�� %�1$ �� ��ह� 
ह�%�� �� ह+,��� ��ह ����
��� �� ह���� ��� N� 
�&��� �%7�� #����� ह&' �ह�	 �� ���� %�1$ �� <.�� 
�.� �� %��� !��� 8��ह' C  

�+ *� �� �ह #S( �K	 �� �� �� �Z8
���� 
�7b� ह� �� �� �� @� ��1� �� QX�-�X���Q� �� 
�b��� ��' ���� ���� %�1$ �� ��
��'	 �]� ह� 
��'	 4� 1��$ �� #������	 <��ह� ह$ C �+� �5 
"&�)�� C  

�3�2�	
;(#$ �)*��$ ��� %�1�6$): "&�)�� 
*��� ��ह� C 0� �����1 C 
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† ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢ ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢ ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢ ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ ŚŶŮ˜ ¢ Â Ķǿ θ ¢ ŀźŠ˜  ĶΉ κ ŗΈ"""" ̄  Ķυ ̄  Ķυ ̄  Ķυ ̄  Ķυ:":":":"  ± ŅůΈ  śŷΓ ¢ ›Έ ø Ń  ̂

ŶΈ  ̄  ĶΈ ŗ΅  ̄  ŀΉ ¢ ÑǼ ̄  Ķǿ  ŃΎ ± Ä £ ĶŷǼ ª Ń˙ А ĺŷŶź· ̄  Ķ Â ¢ ←

 ĹŠŧΈ А Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ А ¥ Ķſ ³ ¢  ŗ΅ ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ

  Ñ Ń˙ őΎ ¢  ĶΟ  śΉ  Ń΅ ŔŢǿ  ŗ΅ ¥ ŃűΫ  ̄  Ä ¢  ňˇ ŗ΅ Ñ Ń˙ őΎ ¢ А

 À ¢ ŃťΆ  ŗ΅ Á ĶΟ ŇǼ  ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ ›Έ Ã ŗΆ ŗ· œΞΎ ̄  ŗαũǾ Ñſ ŅǼ

  śΉ  ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ ø ι  ĶΎ ύŹ΅ ¬  Ń΅ Ĺ΄ Ä ³ ¢  śΉ  ķǾ Ķ¯

Ţˆ Ä ŀŷΊ Á ĶŶƒ ŔΌ  ĶΎ ¬ Á ĶŰδ ÑΎ  ŗ΅ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  śˆ  » Ń˙ А Ã ŗΫ Ķ

 Þ Ñ΅  ι  

      ÑΎ   ± Ä ̄  őΎ ¢ Б śţΈ ĹΈ ύˆ  ŃΆ ¢  ι À ¬ µ ŗŵǿ
  Í ̄  ŗήťΈ  ĶΡ Í Ń΅ ĹŠŧΈ ÑŶŧŷΉ  ¢ ↨Έ ›ŸŶƒ ň΅ø ĶŪ΅

 øЈ ¢ ŗγŶΌ  
   ŚŨŵƒ ÑΎ  ›Έ º ĶΈ ¬ Ã ŗ· ¬  ╒ ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ

  Ä  ŀŷΌ ø ╖  ŗΌ  Í ń΅ ŗΩ  Ä ¬ ŕ˙ Ä őΎ ¢ Ñ΅  ι  ¬ ŗǼ ŗΈ  śˆ   śŵφ
А ¥ ŃűΫ Â ĶźΈ ̄  ¬  ╒ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ   ŗΫ Ä ¬  ̄  Ä ¢ ЙΆ ĽŷźŹ΅  Í ̄  ¢ ŗά ¬ 

  øĹźǼ  ĶΎ Ã ŗŸ΅  ̄  ĶΊ З ¢  ŗ΅ ŔźũŲΨ А  śΘŷ΅ Þ Â ĶźΈ ̄  ¬  ╒
 ›Έ ÑťźŢΉ  śųũǼ  Ķ₣  Ñŵūδ  Ç ¬ ŏδŵųƒ ŚΊ  ¢ ńſ Ç Ä ø ŗΫ Ńυ
   ŗ΅ ¥ ŃűΫ ¨ ¡ ø ĶźΆ Ç ̄   Ń΅ ŗΌ ŔźũŲΨ ›Έ Ã ŗūǾ  Ä ¬ őŵΈ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ
 ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ ŇγŪδ‗  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ô ĶŢˆ Ń   ŗǼ  śŻŵź΅  śŷ· ŀſ

 ŗΧ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ ›Ό  śΏ  ¡  Ńųź· ´ ŗǿ  śω ¢  ι  Ķƒ Ń΅ ĹΆ ¢ ŗˆ  ĶΞΉ ¢ őŵΈ  ¢ ̄
ø ι  ĶŷŸ΅  ŀΎ ŀΈ ¡ 

†[]Transiileration in Arahic Script 

[RAJYA SABHA] 
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 ¢  ĶΟ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ›Έ őŵΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ œŠ΄ Ñ¯ Ń˜  ŘŦ΅ Þ Ńˆ őΎ

 А ŕŪδŴźŵΎ ڈ  ╒ őŵΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ̄  Ä ¢  Ķ₣  ĶΎ ¡ ŕŪŴźŵΎ ڈ

 őΎ ¢ ŚΌ ¢ Ńſ Ńˆ А  ¬ Ń Ä  ╒ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŚΊ ¢ Ńſ Ńˆ

 ³ ¢ ›Έ ŇΧ ¡ ›ŶũǼ Ś₣ Ј ĶΈ Ń  śΉ   ↓ũγΈ Á ŗΊ ŐΦ Ķˆ

 ÑŪδŶΊ ŒŷǼ ½ Ķø  Ä ŁΉ ¢ А  Ķ₣  ĶźΆ  ĶΎ ¬  ̄  Ä ±   Ń ¥ Ķſ

  śΉ  Ń΅ Ç ĶŠƒ  ŗ΅ œŠŲΰũΈ  ╒ Ã ŗδΉ ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã ŗδΉ ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ

ŔΌ øБ ŗΌ Ĺſ Ķǻ ν ¢ Ä  śŴŷΏ ĶǼ  ̄  ĶΌ Śⁿ  Ń΅ ĹźǼ 

"...Ĺŵǿ ¢ ŀΈ ..." Ñ Ń˙ őΎ ¢  ŗǼ ›Έ ¥ ̄  ŗ¯ Śũά ¢ Þ Ńˆ

  Ä ¬ » Ń¯ ›Έ ›Ŷˆ ¢  ι А  śΉ  ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ ňˇ ŗ΅

 Śⁿ Ô ĶŹ‗  ̄  Ä ¢   ι Śⁿ À ¢ ŗˆ  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢  ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅ ›ƒ Ķſ

 Ç Ä  śΏ  ¡ ŕŪδŴźŵΎ ڈ  ŗǼ  śˆ  Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ А ÑΎ  ŗΨ őΎ ¢ ø ι

 ø śΏ  ĶǼ  ύǽ ŇΧ ¢ Ä  śˆ  Ĺŷŭŵũ· ¢ ̄  ¢ ¬ » Ń¯ ŕŪŴźŵΎ ڈ

 Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ÑΉ  ĶΟ  ¬ Ķſ ¡ ĶΈ ύˆ ¢ » Ń¯ Ç Ä  śΏ  ĶǼ  ¬ Ń Ä  ŗǼ  śˆ  Ã Ķϊ 

 ÑΉ  ĶΟ ν ¬ » Ń¯ Ç Ä  śΏ  ¡  ¬ Ń Ä  ŗǼ  śˆ  Ã ĶΌ Ä  śΏ  ĶǼ  Ç ̄   Ń΅ ŗΌ

 Ã Ä ŃŸˇ  Í ńſ  ŏŵŢŨΈ  ╒ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ Ñųŵſ  śΏ  ĶǼ Ç ̄    Ń΅ ŗΌ

  ŗ΅  ¬ ŗ Ä Â ¢ Śⁿ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ι  ĶŢũΦ  ĶŢǽ ̄   ŃŦŵ΅  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ Ã ĶŸǼ ›Έ

 Ј ĶŶˇ ¡ ¨ ¢ ŅΈ  śˆ   Í Ńˆ Ä ¬ őΎ ¢ Śⁿ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ̄  Ä ¢  śŻΚΌ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ĶǼ

 Ķǽ І ŗΌ  ŗ΅  ¬ ŗ Ä ³ ¢ А  ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ   ĶŷŸ΅ ¥ Ķſ Ê Ńˆ Ä ¬ Þ Ńˆ ø śŻΚΌ

 А Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ ›Έ ÃÔ ĶΡ ŇǼ ø śŻΚΌ Ķǽ  Ķŷťźⁿ Śⁿ ›Έ ÃÔ ĶΡ

›Ό Ѓ ŗΌ Śˆ ĶΞ˜ ľźŧ¯ А Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  ̄  Ä ¢ Śˆ ĶΞ˜ ľźŧ¯ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  śˆ  Ã ĶΌ Ä Ñ΅  ι Ķƒ ŗΌ ÑΎ  ↔΅ ¢ Ñ΅  ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ  ĶŷŸ΅  ̄  Ä ¢  ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢ Þ Ńˆ
Ç ̄  ›Έ Ã Ä ŃŹΆ  ╒ Ã ŗΫ ĶŶŵũΈ Ç Ä  ĶΎ ¡  ŀ Ä  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢   ι  Ķƒ ĶǼ 

 Śųˆ ¢ Â ĶŶŵũΈ ø›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ À ĶŠŲΰˆ ¢  ĶΞˆ ¢ Â ĶŶŵũΈ
 ŕŪδŴźŵΎ ڈ  ̄  Ä ¢  ŀ Ä  ŗǼ  śˆ  Ã Ķϊ  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  śƒ  Ń΅ Ê ̄  ¢ ŀΉ ĶŶŸΈ
  Ķƒ Ń΅ Ê ̄  ¢ ŀΉ ĶŶŸΈ Śųˆ ¢ Ј Ķⁿ  Ä ŀŷΊ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ Ã ĶΌ Ä  ĶźΆ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ
 Ã ĶΌ Ä ø ĶΡ ŗΌ  →υ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ±  ŗΨ  śΏ  ĶǼ  κ ŀſ  ŃΆ ¢  ŗ΅  ̄   ĶΟ ÑŲά Ń˙ ³ ¢ ø ι

ŶΌ ›Έ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ Ã Ķϊ ø śΏ  ¡  ŀ Ä  ŗǼ  śˆ  Ä ŀŷΊ  Í ̄  Ķ
 Ç Ä  śΏ  ĶǼ  ¢ ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŀ Ä  ŗǼ  śˆ  Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ  ŗΌ Â ĶŶŸΈ  ĶΟ Ã ŗεΎ Ķⁿ
 őΎ ¢ ŔΌ  śˆ  ª Ń˙ ³ ¢ ø ŗΌ Â ĶŶŸΈ  ĶΟ Ã ŗΫ ĶŶŵũΈ  ╒ Ã ĶΌ Ä
 ø›Ό  śŢųˆ  Ń΅  ¢ ŀź Ñſ ŅǼ  ĶΟ ν ĶΞˆ  ↨ǿ ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬ 

  

    ĶΠΉ ŗŹǽ ŗΧ  ̄  Ä ¢ Þ Ńˆ ø ĶΠΉ ŗŸ΅ Ê Ńǿ ¡ ¥ Ķſ őΎ ¢ ›Έ

  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ø ι ›Έ  Í ̄  Ķſ  ╒ Ĺź· ŗŸˆ А  ¢ ŅΎ Ä  Ç Ä Śⁿ

›Έ őŵΈ  ŃŴΈ ø ι Ê ¬ Ñ ŃŭųΎ ¢ Śⁿ Ĺź· ŗŸˆ А  ¢ ŅΎ Ä 

 ŚũδŠΈ ¢ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ Ñ΅  ι  Ķƒ ŗΌ ÑΎ  śŻŵź΅ Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śΉ  ĶǼ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ

 ›Ό  śŢΛ΅  śũΫ ¢  ŀůΦ  śųˆ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  śŢΚ· Ř΅ ̄   ŗ΅ ¦ ̄  ŗίˆ Ķ ›Έ

 АđĈ  ø ĶΠźŵΈ  ¢ ŅΎ Ä  ŗų ¡  ŀůΦ  ╒ Â ¬   

  ŗ΅ ¤ ¡  ŀůΦ  ╒ ³ ¢ Þ śŴŷΎ Ń΅  źŵ΅  ŗ΅ ³ ¢  śˆ   ¬ Ķſ ¡ Á ύˆ ¢ Ç Ä

ø ĶΠźŵΈ  ¢ ŅΎ Ä 
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" øőƒ  śΉ  ŗΌ  Ńˆ  ╒ ŏ· ± Ê ↨ƒ  ι  ĶŢźǼ Â ŗ΅  ŗΨ "

  ╒ Śũ΅ ø ι  ̄  ┴ſ ¤ Ķſ  ĶΟ Śũ΅ Ã ĶΌ Ä ø ι  ̄  ┴ſ  Ķю  ĶΟ Śũ΅

 Ñ΅ ›Ό  śŢΛ΅ ¤ ¡  ̄  Ä ¢  ι  κ ¢ Ä  śΉ  │ Ј ŗ΅ ›Έ ŕŪδ· ̄đĈ ›Έ Â ¬  

ÑΎ ø ĶΡ ŗΌ  ĶŷŦŷφ  ĶŸ΅  ŗ΅ Â ĶũΫ ¢ ³ ¢ ›ω ÑŢ  ŗΨ  ↨˝  ̄  Ä ¢ І ĶũΫ ¢  ↨˝  ŗΨ 

  ĶŷŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ  Ń  ̄  ŗ˙ Ћ  ĶťŢǾ ¢ ø ĶΟ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ  ι  ̄   ĶΟ ÑŲά Ń˙ Љ ύǿ ¢

 І ĶũΫ ¢  śΉ  ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ Ê Ńˇ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ ª Ń˙ ŇǼ Ñ΅  ĶΠΉ ŗΌ Ķǽ

 А Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śΉ  ¡  śˆ  Ã ĶΌ Ä  śΏ  ŗΌ  śƒ   Ń΅  ̄  ĶźŢǿ ¢ ÑΎ Ä ̄  Љ ύǿ ¢  ̄  Ä ¢

 Śⁿ ⅜ Ķˆ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗ΅ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ª Ń˙ Śˆ ¢ ø›Ό А  ̄  ¢ ŗŶΌ ›Ό ¢ ̄

 Ķŷ ¢ ÑΎ Ä ̄  ĹŠŤΈ  ̄  ŗ˙ Ê ̄  ŗ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śΉ  ĶǼ  śˆ  Ã Ķϊ   śΏ  ŗΌ  śƒ

 ø śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶŷΎ ¬  ¢ ŅΎ Ä  Ń  

  

 А ľŭˆ Śẁ Ä ¢ Ñ΅  ĶΠΉ Ä Ń΅ ¶ Ń˜ ÑΎ  śˆ  ¤ ¡ ›Έ

  śΏ  ĶǼ  ĶΎ Ķ₤ ¢  Ń Є ŃΏ ¢ Ń ¤ ĶǺ  ŗ΅ ÑŵŻũΈ ³ ¢ ›Ŷˆ ¢  ŗΨ  ŗΌ őℓźſ

  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ώ ĶǼ  ŗΌ ŔŢǿ œΏ ĶũΈ  ╒ Ã ŗ· ¢ Ä  śΉ  ĶǼ Ñ΅ Ķƒ

ÑΎ Ńųˇ ø ŗδųŷź₣ øÃ ŗΌ ŔΌ ¢ Ń Ã ĶźΉ Ķˆ ¡  

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
" ŀˇ ŔŢǿ"  

 

SHRI SOM PAL (Uttar Pradesh): Mr. Vice-

Chairman, Sir, I wish to make a very  brief point.   

I just  listened  to  the 

•points made by hon. Shri Pranab Mukherjee 

who has just left. He made a point regarding 

import of literature. From my personal 

experience and personal chat with one very 

senior diplomat who had visited, on habalf of 

our country, sometime back the capital of 

Pakistan, on one afternoon, he was a bit free 

and he decided to go around in the market. He 

was having a look at the literature and books 

in a bookshop. All of a sudden one small book 

which was meant for teaching letters to 

primary students caught his eye. He just lifted 

the book, opened the page and he came upon 

two letters. As we all know, when we teach 

letters to primary students in the first class, the 

objects are placed to make him aware of the 

sounds of consonants of vowels. He found two 

very amazing pictures. One was denoting the 

sound 'K' and the word written was Kafir and 

a Brahmin with a tika on his forehead and a 

Yojopavit was depicted. On the second page, 

he found a similar sound 'Z' where the word 

Zalim was written and a turbaned Sardar was 

depicted. My point is, there should be some 

caution in allowing free import of 

such books. If such a book lands here, instead 

of creating goodwill it may generate some 

kind of animosity. But as far as the steps 

contemplated in his statement are concerned, I 

have always been a votary that some such 

unilateral measures must be undertaken. I had 

been to karachi way back in September, 1993 

with my leader, Shri v\P. Singh to attend the 

Conference of the Opposition Leaders of- 

SAARC Countries convened by Mrs. Benazir 

Bhutto. We visited so many families. There is 

tremendous amount of goodwill amont all the 

Pakistanis. They respect India for the freedom, 

for human rights, for literature and some 

people told me that they were studying Urdu 

from our radio and television. They respect all 

our institutions, our families and other things. 

They wish to come here. Even the security 

personnel attending all of us for two days kept 

quiet. But then they 
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started conversing with me and all of them are 

craving to get visa to come to India. This will 

generate a lot of goodwill if they are allowed 

to do so. In that respect I do welcome it but on 

the literature import point, some caution 

should be taken. That is my brief point. Thank 

you. 

SHRI BRATJN SENGUPTA (West 

Bengal): Mr. Vice-Chairman, Sir, will 

the Minister kindly supplement his bold 

and breakthrough initiative with the 

following exchange programmes that I 

am going to suggest? They are: 

Exchange -of children's delegations. 

Exchange of Freedom fighters who 

shared the heritage of struggle against 

the British imperialism; exchange of 

academic, cultural and sports delegations 

between universities; exchange of 

educationists, and linguists in particular, 

more so in the background of a new 

university which is coming up in 

Hyderabad, the Maulana Azad Urdu 

University; cooperation and exchanges 

among' tlje scientific communities, and in 

particular software exchange 

programmes; exchange of women's 

delegations;    exchange    of    handicraft 

artisans delegations and delegation of former 

prisoners of was and former warriors. Thank 

you. 
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ĹŪά ¬ ŃΉĹŪά ¬ ŃΉĹŪά ¬ ŃΉĹŪά ¬ ŃΉ:":":":"Ή ¢  śųˆ ¢ Śⁿ ›Έ ø Ńˆ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΌ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ őΎ Ńˇ  ̄  ŀ

 ø śˆ  І Ķſ ŃŸΈ Śų ¡  

    ̄  Ä ¢ ´ ŃΉ ¢ ̄  Ä ¬ ŚΌ Ĺυ őΎ ¢ ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ

 Ĺυ ›Έ  Ń Á ¢ Ń΄ ¢ ³ ¢  śųΉ ¢ ø ›ˆ Ã ŗΰˆ Ķźˆ À Ķźǿ ŕˇ Ä ̄

 ÑΎ Śⁿ ¢ Ñ΅ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢŸ΅ ÑΎ ›Έ  ̄  Ä ¢ Ã ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ Ĺυ" Ј ¢ ŀŢſ ¢

 ι  ŐŪ˜  "  ≡ǽ ÑΎ őƒ Ã ĶŸ΅ Þ ╓ ›ŷſ Ĺ· ĶǾ  ŗǼ Śⁿ ¢

 ¢ Ä Ń  őƒ Ã ĶŸ΅ ø ŚŴźΏ ĶǼ  ŗ΅ Ã ŗΆ ŗ· ŔΌ  śŻ·  śųˆ ¢ øБ  śΊ  ńǽ Â

 ĹźŢŷǽ Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ  śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ ›ω  ŀŷΈ  Ńų Ç ¬ ĶΎ ± Ĺυ

  śŹΜŵˆ ¥ ύΈ ĶůΈ  ╒ Ã ŗю  śˆ  ª ŃŭũǼ ø śŻΕ Ķǽ  ĶΉ ŗΌ ›ω

›Ό  ι ̄  ¡  ŃΌ Ķſ  śˆ  œźǼ Ç Ä  ̄  Ä ¢ ›Ό  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Śⁿ œΏ ĶũΈ  Í Ńˆ Ä ¬  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  Í ↨Ί ¬ Í ↨Ί ¬ ŚΌ  śũ∆ Ä

 ╒ ¥ ĶŲŵůΨ  ╒ Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ ̄  Ķſ őΎ ¢ ø śŴΉ ŗΌ œǾ 

 Ñ΅ ›Ό  śŢŹťŶˆ ÑΎ ŔΌ  ŗΨ  śΏ  ĶǼ  ŗΌ ¹ Ä Ńˇ Ñŵũŵˆ  ĶΟ  ̄  ĶΊ ŀˆ

 ŕǼ ø ι  Ķź΅  ̄  ĶŸ˚ ¢  ĶΟ ¥ κ Ķźǿ ŕǼ  śΉ  Â ¢ ←ŶΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ

 ķˆ Ç Ä ø  ι  Ķź΅ ÑŸǼ ŗΰΈ » ŃŭũǼ  ι  ĶŸ΅  ŗ΅ Ã Ä ≡ǽ

 Ñˆ Ä Ńⁿ  ̄  Ä ¢ ‹Ųά ›ŶΌ ø ╓ ŗΌ œǾ  Í ↨Ί ¬  Í ↨Ί ¬ œΏ ĶũΈ

 Â ĶŢũ΅ Ķ ›Έ Ј ┬Ί ̄  ›Έ ¥ ¬ Ķź΄ А ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ Ñ΅  ι

 ¢ ŗΰˆ ¢ ¥ ĶŲŵůΨ  śˆ Ç Ä ›Ό œΏ ĶũΈ  Í ̄  ĶŶΌ  ŗǼ  ̄  Ä ¢  śŴΉ ŗΌ  ̄

 ø śŴΉ ŗΌ œǾ œΏ ĶũΈ  

   ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ ÑΎ Ńųˇ  śųΓ ¡ ø ⅜ Ķˆ  ╒ Ã ŗŮű· Śω ¢

 » Ń˙ А Ã ŗΆ ŗ· Á ĶŶƒ  ŗ΅ ķǾ Ķ¯ À ¢ ŃťΆ ›Έ  Ń  ̄  Ķſ őΎ ¢

 Ã ŗΆ ŗ·  ╒ Â ĶŢˆ Ä ŀŷΊ  Í ̄  ŗΧ  śˆ  » Ń˙ А ³Ô ĶΊ ³ ¢ø śˆ

 øÑΎ Ńųˇ øÃ ŗΌ  ĶŢΎ ¬  ¬ ĶŠ΅ ̄  ĶŠΈ  śˆ  » Ń˙ А  

                                            " ŀˇ ŔŢǿ" 

 

SHRI I.K. GUJRAL: Mr. Vice-Chairman, 

Sir, I am deeply touched by the sentiments 

expressed by my colleagues. It is indeed a 

great deal of encouragement to me in the 

policy that we are pursuing. It is not in this 

context only that this policy is being pursued. 

You will kindly recall and this House will 

please recall that ever since we occupied this 

office, we have consistently followed a plicy 

which has now been assigned my name, as my 

Doctrine. What is basically the doctrine? 

Basically we believe that it is primarily in 

India's interest that we should have good 

neighbourly relations wit| all our neighbours.. 

In spelling thai out, we have done two or three 

things a 
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new which we had not done before. And the 

new element is • that we have said that we are 

a large country, we are a vast country, 85 per 

cent of the landmass of South Asia is India, 

nearly 85 per cent of population of the 

landmass of South Asia is in India and 90 per 

cent of the economy of all the countries put 

together is the Indian economy. We take pride 

in this. We are happy that the way the Indian 

economy has progressed and the way we have 

made our place in the world, we can take now 

a very remarkably magnanimus attitude 

towards everything. And that is why we have 

said, and we believe in it, that India does not 

believe in reciprocity. India believes that 

being a large country, being a vast country, 

being a more strong country, being a more 

self-confident country, we are willing to assist 

our neighbours and even go a step further and 

go more than halfway to create an 

environment of friendship and cooperation. It 

is in this context that we look at our foreign 

policy. Bangladesh was one cxmaple. For 

thirty years difficulties have been there. We 

have been able to sort them out. I don't claim 

personal credit for this. I claim credit for the 

country for that. My friends from Bengal are 

sitting here. I think Mr. Jyoti Basu's 

contribution is the most remarkable in that. 

And today when you see India and 

Bangladesh together, you start feeling within 

a matter of couple of months as if we never 

had bad relations. This is a type of 

environment change, which has suddenly 

come. India-Nepal relations, India-Bhutan 

relations, India's relations with Sri Lanka, all 

these have been placed on a new footing, 

which is a matter of satisfaction. 

And now we are venturing to have a new 

attitude and I hope for a more positive 

environment between India and Pakistan. 

Well, I am not trying to rouse any hopes or 

euphoria, I am proceeding with caution, but 

also with optimism. We are proceeding with 

hope and also 

encouraging those trends which can possibly 

create an environment of cooperation. 

In these fifty years since freedom, and 

some friends have rightly pointed out, this is a 

time for us to take stock of our situation and I 

can only assure you, Sir, that the talks that 

may begin next week, are such that we are 

looking and proceeding, as I said in my 

statement, with positive optimism. Therefore, 

let us see. 

The steps that we have taken and which I 

have announced today are a part of the 

people-to-people relations, which we have 

been following from day one. This House will 

kindly recall that I had earlier conveyed to the 

hon. Members that even now we are 

following a new regime of unilateral visa 

issuance. Particularly after the closing of the 

Karachi Counsulate of India we had to do our 

utmost to see that the families and particularly 

people of those families which are divided, 

are able to come Jo us and meet their old 

relatives and relations. On the average we are 

issuing about 300 visas a day from Islamabad. 

We have also tried to facilitate because we 

don't expect many people who live in 

Karachi, to come first to Islamabad to apply, 

go back, then come back. So, we are now 

giving permission to apply by Fax and get it 

done very quickly. Well, more can be done. 

When in December last the former Foreign 

Minister of Pakistan came here, I had 

requested him to let us post two or three more 

officials in Islamabad so that we can add to 

this number. Unfortunately that has not come 

through as yet. But I must say to the credit of 

our officials that in order to cope with the 

high pressure of more visas, their wives are 

now working in the evenings to help issuance 

of more visas. And this will continue. This is 

a part of Indian tradition.. It does not need 

reciprocity. If somebody comes to us from 

Karachi or Lahore or somewhere   and   says   

that   his   son   is 
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suffering or him mother is suffering, 1 can't 

think of bilateralism at that time. I think as a 

human being. And when I say T, I am not 

talking of an individual, I represent the 

compassion of this country, I represent the 

civilisation of this country and it is our 

compassion and our civilisation that makes 

our policies. 

In this context, therefore, Sir, you will 

kindly recall and my friend, Mr. Pranab 

Mukherjec had drawn my attention to this, 

about Track-II. 

I myself have been a part of Track-II. As a 

matter of fact, I am a luckier one that I have 

travelled from Track-II to Track 1. Therefore, 

while working on Track II, I have gone to 

Pakistan several times and I have gone to 

Bangaladesh several times. It provided me an 

insight into two situations. Therefore, when I 

contribute to making policies here, I am able 

to think of the feelings of the people there, 

and 1 feel the feelings of the people of 

Pakistan, as it was in Bangladesh, as it was in 

Nepal, are positive, friendly. We are only 

facilitating that. India is an open country; 

India has a democratic polity; India has a 

society which welcomes everybody to come 

here. Millions of people come from all parts 

of the world and I think we get very funky if a 

few hundred come from neighbouring 

countries. I want to abolish those walls. I hope 

the time will come soon when we will be able 

to say, anybody can come to India from this 

side also without visas. We live for that. We 

want to do that. I think that is one of the very 

obnoxious dimensions of our history that we 

expect our children, our women, our citizens 

to go and report to police. Somebody comes 

from Timbuktu and he may be a highly 

undesirable person; he does not have to go to 

the police. But somebody comes from 

neighbouring countries; we expect him to go 

to the police. I hope you will understand, this 

is not something of which we feel proud. 

Therefore, gradually we arc demolishing    

it    also.    We    will    have 

difficulties because all these decisions, I don't 

take in my own Ministry alone; we have to 

consult our colleagues who will also have 

difficulties, but gradually, yo, have seen we 

are abolishing that as well. 

Some friends talked about books. An open 

society's one dimension is import of books. 

Books come from all parts of the world. If 

books come-in English; if books come in 

French, if books come in Italian, we are not 

worried. Why are we not worried? We have 

certain rules. We follow those rules and those 

rules will be followed for Pakistan also. 

Therefore, I am not worried that on only one 

side the books will come. Ultimately, books 

come to be available to those who buy them. 

If undesirable books come, nobody will buy 

them and nobody will import those books 

which cannot be sold here. Therefore, there 

are by themselves inbuilt impediments, in a 

way. So, I am not worried about that, it is very 

interesting for us to see, after all most of the 

books that will come from Pakistan are in 

Urdu. Fortunately, I happen to be a Urdu 

reader myself. I think, it is a very interesting 

thing. For the last fifty years, if you look at 

the history of our relations, you will notice 

that almost every good Urdu book published 

here is plagiarised there and the compliment is 

returned. This is something which we both of 

us keep on doing. Why not do it? I can say 

with confidence that one of my own books in 

Urdu was published in Hyderabad and with 

my permission, of course, now a publisher has 

published it in Karachi. This is, of coourse, 

another dimension. I was taken by surprise 

because—I don't write love stories; I write 

solid politics, I write international affairs, I 

write about those literary personalities in India 

and Pakistan whom I have known, like Faiz 

and others. 

One of my books which is called 

Mazammne-e-Gujral has been published in 

Hyderabad and now published in Karachi. 

Why? This means what? Why are people 

wanting to publish books? They did not 

publish the book to oblige 
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me. There must be some readers available; 

there must be some people who want to read 

these books and there must be books which 

people here want to read. If Ghalib is read 

here and Ghalib is read there, I see nothing 

wrong in it. If Iqbal's book is published there 

and we read it also and/ quote him, it is a 

great thing. Why not? Therefore, we are now 

demolishing these walls and moving towards 

that direction. 

I totally welcome what malkaniji has said, 

particularly exempting to womenfolk from 

going to police. I feel ashamed, as an Indian, 

my head bows down in shame when 

somebody, some lady coming from Pakistan 

tells me that he had to go to the police station. 

I feel very sorry for those women. I remember 

one particular incident. Four or five years 

ago, a lady friend, whom we had known—

both my wife and myself—for many years, 

came from Pakistan and she went to police 

and she came back. She was totally disturbed. 

I could not raise my head. We have built these 

walls to try to humiliate each other and we 

think both in India and Pakistan we represent 

great cultures when we force our 

womenfolk—both in Pakistan and India—to 

go to police to report. 

I do not like it. But there are difficulties. 

So, I am proceeding step by step. All senior 

women will not go to police; all children will 

not go to police; all senior citizens will not go 

to police. And I do hope gradually I will be 

able to persuade our law and order authorities 

to expand and have the approach which 

Malkaniji had mentioned. It has my full 

support. I have also been told about the inter-

religious conferences. Of course,-all kinds of 

people are welcome. When I am relaxing visa, 

I am relaxing it all round. And particularly I 

am relaxing it for intellectuals, thinkers and 

philosophers be they philosophers of religion 

or be they philosophers of Marxism. They are 

most welcome. I do not know whether the 

Marxist philosophers are there or not any 

more...{Interruptions)....  well,  some  of 

my friends have said: why unilateral? I 

represent the unilateralism of India. The 

Indian civilisation does not wait for others to 

react. It is not that India does not do good 

things only because others are not doing good 

things. They may or may not; I do not care. It 

is our own style. In Urdu there is one couplet 

that I remember: 

“ह� #��� �5 � T� �̂�� %ह #��� %S� ��$ 
�!1�,�&�� �5 ह� ��  ��$ �5T� �� ह��� �����	 ��$ 
ह� C“ 

Why should I give up my ethos 

....(Interruptions).... That is the policy that we 

follow and will continue to follow. Response, 

no response—I do not care. Those people 

should come and see my society. I am proud 

of my society. I want people to come and sit 

in the gallery and see how our Parliament 

functions. I feel proud of this Parliament. I 

want people to come and see our dances, our 

dramas and our theatres. We are proud of 

these Indian legacies. And, therefore, why 

should I stand in the way? Who am I to stand 

in the way? Am I a good Indian if I stand in 

the way? Therefore, as good Indians, we are 

demolishing all these walls. Well, I have also 

been asked whether there is any agenda for 

the Foreign Secretaries' meeting. I am now 

turning more serious. Well, we are meeting, 

the Foreign Secretaries will be meeting after 

three or four years. Meeting by itself is an 

agenda ....(Interruptions).^.. Let them meet. 

Let them share with each other, what is 

bothering each other. Let us understand each 

other's limitations. Gradually, perhaps. I can 

assure this House and I want to say it also that 

dramatic things are not likely to happen. But, 

perhaps, gradually we Vill move in that 

direction. After all our relations with China 

are not the same as they were, say, 30 years 

ago. Not that we have got over everything, not 

that problems have been solved; but feelings 

have changed gradually. I do remember, 

Sir,—if I may take the House into 

confidence—that in 1976 when the Chairman 

of this House, Mr. Narayanan, 
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himself was appointed Ambassador to China 

and it so happened by chance in 1976 that I 

was named as Ambassador to Moscow, in 

Delhi itself there was a reception in one of 

the hotels for both of us joint—it is an 

anecdote—I got up and told the audience, 

"Both are being set by the Prime Minister 

one to China and the other to the Soviet 

Union and one of us is bound to fail; both 

cannot succeed because of the quality of 

relationship between Russia and China is 

also there." By a turn of history, we both 

succeeded. Relationships have succeeded in 

a different fashion. And these are the 

miracles which happen sometimes 

historically and by pressures of the people. 

Therefore, when these talks are taking place, 

I would say, I am cautious I am optimist. I 

am both. I want things to improve. But, we 

have to safeguard the vital basic interests of 

India. We have to safeguard the vital 

interests of the people and the vital basic 

interests of the people are two-sovereignty of 

India and the secular dimension of the 

country. These two things are not negotiable; 

everything else is. Therefore, this spells our 

agenda. Within this agenda, if we are able to 

move gradually, slowly, and reach 

something, we can do it, 

Salimji has rightly pointed out that it 

would be useful to reduce tariff. Sir, we live 

in a strange world. It is much easier to reach 

London than Dhaka. No direct 

communication. In regard to tariff, SAARC 

has been recommending. SAARC is the 

right forum for these things. We have not 

succeeded. If we have succeeded, we have 

succeeded only partially. But I think it 

should be done. 

I accept the idea that there should be no 

visa fee for students also. I accept this. 

Straightaway, I accept this. 

I accept also that historical monuments 

should be edded to this list. I accept this. 

The point has been made that multi-entry 

visa for journalists should be there. 

I will consult my colleague. I will have to 

consult my colleague. We will consider it 

more positively. 

Then, there is the question of prisoners of 

war. Rightly, the question has been raised. It 

is a matter of great concern and anxiety for us. 

It is not onry the question of those miserable 

souls who may be languishing in jail. What 

about their families? Their mothers. Their 

wives. Their children Sometimes, they come 

and meet me. I feel miserable. Why should 

these families be denied their right? 

We have been raising this issue time and 

again, during the last thirty years. Pakistan has 

totally denied that there is any prisoner of 

war. How much of it is credible; I do not 

know. How far they can be believed; I do not 

know. But the reality is that it is a human 

problem. People have been coming to me, as I 

said. Even two days back, somebody came to 

me with a press-clipping. This was about 

somebody who is in jain in Pakistan. I just 

could not look into the eyes of the person. I 

am also a father. I am also a grandfather. I am 

also a husband. I am also a son. Why should 

there be so much misery? I - cannot bear to 

look at so much of misery. When misery 

stares in my face, I do not know how to look 

at it. 

Sir, I can only say that our efforts would 

continue in that direction. 

About the release of these children—the 

same attitude. I asked my Pakistan 

counterpart: 'What will you gain by keeping 

these children?'. We have been trying 

consistently, for so long. Touchwood! We 

have succeeded. But this is not the end of the 

story. 

There are, approximately, 250—plus or 

minus—fishermen still in jail, on both sides. 

Last year, when the Fooreign Minister of 

Pakistan came here, I requested him. I told 

him: 'Let us have a clean slate'. What do these 

fishermen, poor fishermen, know? They do 

not know where, in the sea, the country's 
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border ends and where they are fishing. 

Therefore, they cross the area, in pursuit of 

their few pennies, few rupees. Instead, they 

land themselves in jail. Four years, ten years, 

they languish in jail. 

Sir, the basic point is: in South Asian 

politics, in South Asian relationship, we will 

have to be humanistic. We will have to look 

at every problem in a humanistic sense; not in 

the sense of politics, not in the sense of what 

is written in the code book. Once we have 

this kind of a policy towards each other, our 

relationship would undergo a change. We had 

agreed, in the meeting in December, that both 

sides should release the fishermen. Yes, it has 

to done; it should be done. From Gujarat, 

from Kutch, we get representations. 

Everytime, again, the same family story, the 

same story about people who are in jail for 

three years, four years. What crime have 

these people committed? Why should we 

suspect everybody? 

The problem with us is—I think this 

applies to all of us, including the law and 

order authorities—we assume that everyone 

is a scoundrel unless he is proved to be 

otherwise. This is a strange approach. This 

dose not appeal to me. Therefore, we pursue 

this policy. We shall continue to pursue it. 

We have similar problems with Sri Lanka 

also. Their fishermen in our custody: Our 

fishermen in theit custody. Similarly, with 

Bangladesh. The seas are common. Seas have 

no walls. We have got to continue doing 

something about this. I hope we can agree on 

something. 

The other point that was raised was 

whether there would be any agreement 

between the two sides. This is unilateral. I 

will continue this unilateral policy. I shall not 

seek any agreement. I shall not ask for any 

agreement. I shall not discuss any agreement. 

I will go on doing all that is possible, on 

behalf of all of you, keeping in mind only two 

restrictions. One is: the security of India 

would not 

be compromised. So long as the security of 

India can be safeguarded, we will do 

everything to create an atmosphere of amity 

and goodwill. 

There are two-three points more. 

The point was there about the places of 

pilgrimage in India which should be added. 

Well; Ajmer Sharief is there. Nizamuddin 

Aulia is there. We can also have Amir 

Khusro's shrine. There is one in Sirhind. You 

may be knowing. Thei., of course, at Agra 

there are two or three. There are some others 

also. 

The main point is that we will go on adding 

to these. If somebody comes from a remote 

corner of Pakistan and wants to go to a shrine, 

why not? These are also a common heritage. 

Ultimately, we all believe in India. We never 

believe in the two-nation theory. We believe 

in the commonality of traditions and 

civilisation. We believe in commonality and 

shared shrines. Therefore, anybody who 

wants to come here for that is most welcome. 

Yes, I was asked about fifty years of our 

Independence and exchange. Fifty years of 

Indian Republic is a matter of pride for us. It 

is a great day. My generation is now living to 

see this day. My generation participated in the 

freedom struggle. I take pride in that. I take 

pride in the fact that I have seen the dawn of 

the nation. I take pride in the fact that I am 

sitting in this House when we are celebrating 

the Fiftieth Year of our Republic. 

We want all our neighbours to come and 

participate in it. We will invite them also. We 

want to share it with them. I think the Vice-

President and the Speaker have already 

written to the Speaker of the Parliament of 

Pakistan to send parliamentary delegations 

and to come here. As a matter of fact, on track 

II, three years ago I had also invited them. I 

hope they will respond to our invitation. I 

hope, even if they do not respond officially to 

our invitation, non-official people will come. 

They are most welcome. If people from any 

part of the 
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world want to come and participate in our joy 

on the Fiftieth Year of our Republic, we will 

be very liberal in issuing visas to them. 

We are also thinking of organising several 

seminars and discussions not only in terms of 

India seminars but also in terms of reviving 

the legend of the Asia Conference. Pt. 

Jawaharlal Nehru and Gandhiji, standing on 

the platform, gave us the vision of a great 

Asia, the vision of Afro-Asia and the vision of 

a great civilisation. We have covered a part of 

the journey. We have covered a part of the 

tryst and the promise which Jawaharlal Nehru 

had made from these Benches. We have not 

come the whole way, but, I think, we have not 

done badly. We will continue that. 

I do hope that when talks with Pakistan 

take place, we on both sides will again realise 

and appreciate that both of us gain by co-

operation and that both of us can be more 

happy if we live as good friends. 

Thank you very much.  

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 

SINGLA: Sir, ...  (Interruptions) 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVED1): I think, Mr. Singla, 

we will have many more occasions to discuss 

this. 

Thank you. 

SHRI SURINDER KUMAR 

SINGLA: What about gurdwaras to be 

visited? 

SHRI I.K. GUJRAL: I have received a 

letter from Mr. Tohra on this subject, and I 

have already taken it up with Pakistan. 

THE VICE-CHAIRMAN (SHRI TRILOKI 

NATH CHATURVEDI): Thank you, Mr. 

External Affairs Minister, and thank you, hon. 

Members, for extending your co-operation. 

Now the House stands adjourned till 11-00 

a.m. tomorrow. 

The House then adjourned at 

forty-three minutes past six of 

the clock till eleven of the clock 

on Friday, the 21st March, 1997. 

 

_________

 


